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Introduction 
To participate in our knowledge-based societies and to make sense of the vast amount 
of scientific knowledge provided by printed and digital media, individuals need scientific 
reasoning skills (Fischer et al., 2014; Trilling & Fadel, 2009). Scientific reasoning includes the 
skills needed to understand the scientific process across disciplines, to evaluate the validity of 
scientific claims, to assess the relevance of scientific results, and to apply scientific concepts 
and methods in order to generate new knowledge. Scientific reasoning thereby can be 
understood as a thinking style that forms an essential skill for dealing with scientific issues 
within modern everyday life. Thus, scientific reasoning is a component of scientific literacy, 
which is an important aim of general education (Bybee, 1997; KMK, 2004). Consequently, the 
acquisition of scientific reasoning is considered a main goal of science education (National 
Research Council, 2012; OECD, 2007).  
In general, there are two promising approaches to promoting the acquisition of scientific 
reasoning skills in schools. The first approach is inquiry learning, which advocates for learning 
by doing. In inquiry learning, students learn scientific reasoning by engaging in scientific 
reasoning activities. In the natural sciences, for example, students develop questions, make 
observations, design experiments, and collect, analyze, and interpret data to investigate a 
phenomenon (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016). The second approach is example-based learning, a 
form of direct instruction. Example-based learning uses pre-structured examples to explicitly 
teach certain skills (van Gog & Rummel, 2010). To learn scientific reasoning skills, for 
instance, students study examples showing how to develop questions, make observations, 
design experiments, and collect, analyze, and interpret data to investigate a phenomenon. Thus, 
whereas in inquiry learning students act like scientists (learning by doing), in example-based 
learning students are shown how to act like scientists (direct instruction). There has been a long-
standing debate about the relative effectiveness of the two teaching philosophies. 
Inquiry learning entails authentic and information-rich settings that offer the possibility 
to teach students about the complex nature of scientific reasoning (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; 
Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006). When students, for instance, conduct experiments about 
chemical reactions or about density in physics with sinking and floating objects they must 
carefully plan their experiments and might be confronted with measurement problems. 
However, engaging in inquiry activities is difficult for students, especially when they have low 
prior knowledge. Since inquiry environments are often very complex, this involves the danger 
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of students simply playing with the materials without learning the underlying reasoning 
principles. Thus, learners need instructional guidance in inquiry learning (Alfieri, Brooks, 
Aldrich, & Tenenbaum, 2011; Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016).  
Example-based learning, in contrast, is per se highly structured and guided. Examples 
offer a step-by-step expert solution for a given problem. Thus, students can easily follow and 
internalize the solution procedure. Studying examples can especially help students with low 
prior knowledge to acquire new cognitive skills such as scientific reasoning. However, 
examples only benefit learning if students process them deeply. Just reading an example 
involves the danger of giving students the impression that they have understood everything 
when they have not. Consequently, they might terminate studying before they have learned 
everything in the example.  
Since both approaches are associated with benefits and drawbacks, the present thesis 
investigated how to foster students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning skills at schools with 
inquiry and example-based learning. For this purpose, I developed a digital training program 
that uses inquiry tasks with virtual experiments and video modeling examples showing how to 
conduct virtual experiments. In a first step, I examined whether there are benefits of combining 
the two approaches over learning from just one approach. A combination of both approaches 
furthermore raised the question of how to sequence inquiry and example-based learning 
activities. In a second step, I used a beneficial combination of both approaches. Because there 
are often multiple learning goals in schools, for example acquiring skills and knowledge, I 
examined how to design the examples in the combined approach to foster the acquisition of 
scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge simultaneously. 
The present thesis is structured into three main parts. First, Section 1 provides the 
theoretical background, including an introduction of the main concepts scientific reasoning, 
inquiry learning and example-based learning, and derives the thesis’s research questions. 
Second, Sections 2 and 3 describe the two experiments building the core of this thesis. 
Experiment 1 targeted the delivery of examples and investigated how the sequence of video 
modeling examples and inquiry tasks influenced students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning 
skills in a classroom setting. Results showed a relatively clear benefit of providing learners with 
video modeling examples before or instead of engaging them in inquiry tasks. Therefore, 
experiment 2 targeted the design of examples. It investigated how video modeling examples 
can be optimized to foster the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge 
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simultaneously. Finally, Section 4 discusses the results of the two experiments and their 
implications on how to foster students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning skills at schools with 
inquiry and example-based learning.  
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1 Theory 
The first part of the present thesis outlines the definition, measurement, and 
development of scientific reasoning. Next, two promising approaches to foster the acquisition 
of scientific reasoning in schools are introduced. First, inquiry learning with physical and virtual 
experiments is explicated before addressing the effectiveness of inquiry learning. Second, 
example-based learning is introduced as an alternative to inquiry learning. Then, factors 
influencing the effectiveness of example-based learning with a focus on the delivery and the 
design of the examples are discussed. Finally, the research questions of the two experiments of 
the present thesis addressing delivery and design of examples in inquiry learning are presented. 
1.1  Scientific reasoning: Definition, measurement and development 
Scientific reasoning has been investigated by different research disciplines such as 
developmental psychology (e.g., Inhelder & Piaget, 1958; Kuhn, 2010), cognitive and 
educational psychology (e.g., Klahr & Dunbar, 1988), and research on science education (e.g., 
Osborne, 2013). These research disciplines have used various terminologies such as scientific 
thinking, scientific discovery or inquiry skills as well as different definitions for scientific 
reasoning (Fischer et al., 2014; Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Kuhn, 2010; Kuhn & Franklin, 2006; 
Morris, Croker, Masnick, & Zimmerman, 2012; C. Zimmerman, 2000, 2007). However, all 
definitions converge on the notion that scientific reasoning includes generating hypotheses, 
testing hypotheses with experiments, and evaluating evidence of the experiments with regard 
to the hypotheses. The following paragraphs introduce the most common conceptualizations of 
scientific reasoning ranging from general (scientific reasoning as intentional knowledge 
seeking) to more specific definitions (scientific reasoning as encoding information and using 
strategies). Finally, the different definitions are integrated.  
1.1.1 Definition of scientific reasoning 
At the most general level, scientific reasoning can be defined as an intentional 
knowledge-seeking process with the goal of coordinating theory and evidence (Kuhn, 2010; 
Kuhn & Franklin, 2006). It can be conceptualized as a way of thinking and acquiring knowledge 
about the world (Kuhn, 2010). According to Kuhn (2010), this intentional knowledge-seeking 
process, like scientific investigations, have four major phases: inquiry, analysis, inference, and 
argument. In the inquiry phase, the goals of the investigation and the research questions must 
be generated. A researcher could, for instance, want to determine which factors help to predict 
the risk of earthquakes (Kuhn & Pease, 2008). A research question pertaining to this goal might 
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be: Does the soil type (igneous or sedimentary) influence the earthquake risk? A prerequisite 
for generating goals and research questions is to acknowledge that one’s own existing 
knowledge is incomplete. Recognizing knowledge gaps can result in the intention to seek new 
knowledge, for example, in the form of evidence. In the analysis phase, a skilled scientific 
reasoner will thus access data to collect evidence for his or her research question. In our 
example, the researcher could collect data of similar regions with different soil types along with 
their earthquake risk. In the inference phase, this evidence has to be coordinated with a theory 
resulting in either congruence or discrepancy (Kuhn, 2010). If the new evidence fits an existing 
theory, it will be incorporated into existing knowledge. If the new evidence contradicts an 
existing theory, a skilled scientific reasoner will revise his or her theory to be compatible with 
the evidence (Kuhn, 2010). In our example, the researcher could analyze the data to investigate 
whether one soil type is always associated with a higher earthquake risk. The argument phase, 
finally, makes scientific reasoning social and extends it into real life thinking. In this phase, 
claims are debated with other people (Kuhn, 2010). Thus, our researcher could travel to a 
conference and exchange his results with other researchers investigating earthquake risk. The 
complete knowledge-seeking process is guided by meta-level skills. Procedural processes 
involve the selection, application and monitoring of knowledge-seeking strategies, whereas 
declarative understanding involves epistemic beliefs about knowledge and knowing in science 
(Kuhn, 2010).  
Recently, a similarly broad definition has been proposed as a starting point for 
interdisciplinary research (Fischer et al., 2014). According to this definition, scientific 
reasoning and argumentation  
include the knowledge and skills involved in different epistemic activities 
(problem identification, questioning, hypothesis generation, construction of 
artefacts, evidence generation, evidence evaluation, drawing conclusions as well 
as communicating and scrutinising scientific reasoning and its results) in the 
context of three different epistemic modes (advancing theory building about 
natural and social phenomena, science-based reasoning in practice, and artefact-
centred scientific reasoning). (Fischer et al., 2014, p. 39) 
Again, the three components of generating hypotheses and evidence, and evaluating this 
evidence are included in this definition. Additionally and similar to Kuhn (2010), argumentation 
as well as epistemic activities and modes are emphasized. Epistemic modes are used to describe 
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the motivations behind scientific reasoning and argumentation. The first epistemic mode 
(advancing theory building about natural and social phenomena) is mainly concerned with 
understanding science, the second epistemic mode (science-based reasoning in practice) is 
mainly concerned with the use of science, and the third epistemic mode combines understanding 
and use (artefact-centered scientific reasoning). It could be argued that the first epistemic mode 
might only be relevant for professional researchers and the second epistemic mode only for 
practitioners. However, it can also be argued that all epistemic modes are relevant for students 
considering that new knowledge or new theories for students do not have to be new for the 
world. In addition, Fischer et al. (2014) suppose that the epistemic activities and modes might 
be relevant for all scientific domains. However, they emphasize that domains differ with regard 
to the nature and the weight of different epistemic activities. Thus, according to this definition, 
scientific reasoning involves domain-general as well as domain-specific aspects (Fischer et al., 
2014). 
Klahr and Dunbar (1988) detail the skills that are involved in scientific reasoning. 
According to their Scientific Discovery as Dual Search (SDDS) model, scientific reasoning can 
be seen as a search process that resembles a problem solving task (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988). 
Thus, the starting point for a scientific discovery is a complex problem that one would like to 
solve. Participants in the studies of Klahr and Dunbar (1988), for example, were taught how to 
use a computer-controlled robot tank and then asked to discover how an unknown key (the RPT 
key) of the robot worked. Additionally, participants were told that the repeat key could take a 
numerical value (N). The exact function of the repeat key, however, had to be discovered by 
participants. SDDS proposes that scientific reasoning requires search within and between two 
related problem spaces: the hypothesis space and the experiment space. The hypothesis space 
consists of all hypotheses that an individual creates during the discovery process. An example 
for a hypothesis in the studies by Klahr and Dunbar (1988) is: The unknown key of the robot 
will repeat the last N instructions. The experiment space consists of all possible experiments 
that could be conducted. Experiments to discover how the unknown key worked consisted of 
all possible programs that could be written for the robot that include the unknown key. 
According to SDDS, the scientific discovery is controlled by three major skills: (1) searching 
hypothesis space, (2) testing hypothesis and (3) evaluating evidence (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988). 
(1) The aim of searching the hypothesis space is to generate a fully specified hypothesis. This 
involves two sub-processes. First, a kind of schema containing several possibly relevant 
variables must be generated. The schema can be generated either by searching prior knowledge 
or by inducing it from the results of previous experiments. For example, in the experiments by 
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Klahr and Dunbar (1988) the complete schema contained the variables role of N, type of 
element to be repeated, the boundaries of the repeated element, and the number of repetitions. 
In a second step, specific values were assigned to the variables in the schema to build a fully 
specified hypothesis. Again, either prior knowledge or previous experimental outcomes can be 
used for assigning variable values. A person with programming experience, for example, might 
assume that the role of N might be a counter, that is, it might indicate the number of repetitions. 
The resulting fully specified hypothesis can then be tested. (2) Testing a hypothesis consists of 
three sub-processes: designing an experiment, making a prediction and running the experiment. 
First, participants in the studies by Klahr and Dunbar (1988) designed an experiment. For this 
purpose, they had to determine a focal variable, that is, they decided which independent variable 
of a hypothesis would be tested. Next, they set a value for this specific variable. Additionally, 
all other variables had to be set to values to define the complete experiment. For example, a 
participant could decide to test if the role of N could be a counter and set N to three. Second, 
the current hypothesis and the current experiment are used to make a specific prediction about 
the results of the experiment. For example, the participant could predict that the robot will repeat 
an action three times. Third, the experiment is run, results are observed, and compared to the 
expectations. In the example above, the participant would check whether the robot repeated the 
action three times. (3) Finally, the evidence must be evaluated by reviewing the results and 
deciding, whether the evidence is sufficient to accept or reject the hypothesis. If there is not 
enough evidence, hypothesis testing begins again (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988). The SDDS model 
was able to explain the different experimenting behaviors of participants in the studies by Klahr 
and Dunbar (1988). Overall, the SDDS model describes the skills that are common in all 
definitions of scientific reasoning. In addition, it indicates a similarity between scientific 
reasoning and problem solving.   
The similarity between scientific reasoning and problem solving is also addressed in a 
definition by Zimmerman and colleagues (Morris et al., 2012; C. Zimmerman, 2000, 2007). C. 
Zimmerman (2007, p. 173) defines scientific reasoning “as the application of the methods or 
principles of scientific inquiry to reasoning or problem-solving situations”. Moreover, the 
cognitive mechanisms and metacognitive processes underlying the common scientific 
reasoning skills (generating and testing hypotheses and evaluating evidence) are explicated. 
Important cognitive mechanisms are encoding and using strategies (Morris et al., 2012). During 
encoding, a mental model of information is created in memory, that is, information that we 
direct attention to is represented (Siegler, 1989). Encoding is essential for any kind of reasoning 
since information has to be represented in memory before it can be used to reason (Morris et 
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al., 2012). A second cognitive mechanism is the use of strategies. A strategy contains a 
sequence of actions that leads from an initial state to a goal state (Morris et al., 2012). There 
are strategies for all skills involved in scientific reasoning. For example, one strategy is 
concerned with the generation of hypotheses (de Jong & van Joolingen, 1998). Hypotheses 
should describe the relationship between two variables in a way that can be falsified with an 
experiment. Thus, the variables as well as the relationship should be measurable. Another very 
prominent strategy in the context of scientific reasoning is the control-of-variables strategy 
(CVS; Chen & Klahr, 1999). It states that all variables except for the one being tested should be 
held constant across experimental trials to yield conclusive results. The CVS is considered “a 
basic, domain-general strategy that allows valid inferences and is an important strategic 
acquisition because it constraints the search of possible experiments” (C. Zimmerman, 2007). 
Since the CVS is fundamental for drawing conclusions about causal relationships in science, 
there is a vast amount of research on how to foster this strategy (for a meta-analysis see 
Schwichow, Croker, Zimmerman, Höffler, & Härtig, 2016). In addition, for successful 
development and usage of these strategies, metacognitive processes are necessary. It is, for 
example, important to know when and why a certain scientific reasoning strategy should be 
applied (Morris et al., 2012) or what constitutes valid scientific knowledge (i.e. epistemic 
beliefs about the nature of science; Kuhn, 2010). 
The following paragraph offers an integration of the central aspects of the above-
mentioned definitions of scientific reasoning. Scientific reasoning can be defined as intentional 
knowledge-seeking process with the aim of coordinating theory and evidence (Kuhn, 2010) in 
order to solve a problem (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; C. Zimmerman, 2000). This process requires 
search in two different problem spaces: hypothesis space and experiment space (Klahr & 
Dunbar, 1988). The main skills that guide this search are: (1) generating hypotheses, (2) testing 
hypotheses, and (3) evaluating evidence. Underlying these skills are cognitive mechanisms such 
as encoding information and using strategies (e.g., the control-of-variables strategy) and 
metacognitive processes such as epistemic beliefs (Morris et al., 2012). Some definitions also 
include as an important aspect the ability to communicate results to others, or argumentation 
(Fischer et al., 2014; Kuhn, 2010). However, I will focus on the three main scientific reasoning 
skills (generating hypotheses, testing hypotheses with experiments, evaluating evidence of 
experiments with regard to the hypotheses) of Klahr and Dunbar (1988) that are common to all 
definitions. These scientific reasoning skills will be used to organize the empirical studies of 
the next sections.  
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1.1.2 Measurement of scientific reasoning 
To develop a training program to foster scientific reasoning, it is important to know how 
to operationalize or assess the construct of interest (Bortz, 1984). Otherwise, it is not possible 
to describe changes or judge the effectiveness of any program. There are at least three 
possibilities to assess the scientific reasoning skills: assessment with achievement tests with 
multiple-choice items (e.g., Pant et al., 2013), assessment with physical materials (e.g., Siegler 
& Chen, 1998), and assessment with virtual simulated materials (e.g., Gobert, Sao Pedro, 
Raziuddin, & Baker, 2013). The following paragraphs describe these three approaches to 
evaluating the three main scientific reasoning skills: generating hypotheses, conducting 
experiments, and evaluating evidence.  
A simple and economic approach to assess scientific reasoning can be operationalized 
through achievement tests with multiple-choice items. In this case, learners answer questions 
or solve tasks. To correctly answer the respective questions or solve the respective tasks, it is 
assumed that scientific reasoning skills are required. An example for this can be found in the 
IQB National Assessment Study 2012 (Pant et al., 2013). Scientific reasoning was assessed as 
a sub-area of the content area scientific inquiry. Several aspects of scientific reasoning such as 
formulation of a question, hypothesis, study design, and data evaluation were assessed by 
asking Grade 9 students to solve written tasks. To assess the aspect ‘hypothesis’, for example, 
students had to infer from a text and a table describing an experiment which hypothesis was 
tested with this experiment (Wellnitz, Fischer, Kauertz, Neumann, & Pant, 2012). To assess 
‘study design’ students had to read a short text about a study with a research question and 
several variables. Subsequently, they were asked to decide which variables to change and which 
to keep constant to answer the research question (Köller, 2008). Finally, to assess ‘data 
evaluation’ students read a short text describing an experiment and were asked which of four 
provided conclusions would be valid (Köller, 2008). There are many examples of achievement 
tests that assess scientific reasoning skills (Blair, 1940; Chang et al., 2011; Glug, 2009; Hardy, 
Kleickmann, & Koerber, 2010; Hartmann, Upmeier zu Belzen, Krüger, & Pant, 2015; Klos, 
Henke, Kieren, Walpuski, & Sumfleth, 2008; Koenen, 2014; Lawson, 1978, 2009; Shahali & 
Halim, 2010; Wellnitz et al., 2012). However, a possible disadvantage of achievement tests is 
that they might not be valid indicators of actual scientific reasoning behavior. That is, they 
might not be predictive of scientific reasoning in a real-world context. Thus, achievement tests 
entail the risk of assessing inert knowledge, that is, knowledge that can be reproduced in 
assessment situations but that would not be spontaneously applied to real life problem-solving 
situations (Renkl, Mandl, & Gruber, 1996). In addition, there has been criticism as to whether 
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achievement tests are well suited to assess scientific reasoning skills or whether they rather 
capture rote understanding of science (DeBoer, Abell, Regan, & Wilson, 2008; Gobert et al., 
2013; Quellmalz et al., 2013). 
Assessment with physical materials provides an alternative to multiple-choice 
achievement tests. In this approach, learners observe or conduct relatively real investigations. 
Their experimenting behavior is observed and coded. To assess hypothesis generation, Piekny 
and Maehler (2013), for example, presented cards with fantasy animals to children. The animals 
were presented in groups of families with characteristic body parts. After each card the children 
hypothesized which body parts were important in order to belong to a certain family (Piekny & 
Maehler, 2013). The number of hypotheses that were in line with the presented evidence was 
used as a measure of the ability to generate hypotheses (Piekny & Maehler, 2013). 
Alternatively, Siegler and Chen (1998) asked children to predict which side of a balance scale 
with several weights would go down if two wooden blocks placed under the arms of the scale 
were removed. The predictions were then classified according to underlying rules and were 
used as a measure for generating hypotheses (Siegler & Chen, 1998). To assess the ability to 
design experiments, learners can be asked to actually design physical experiments. Chen and 
Klahr (1999), for example, used three physical experiments (spring task, ramp task, and sinking 
task) to assess the ability to design controlled experiments. In the ramp task, children designed 
experiments to decide how four different variables (steepness of the ramp, surface of the ramp, 
starting gate, kind of ball) affected the distance that a ball rolls. The number of valid 
comparisons the children made (i.e., pairs of trials in which only one independent variable was 
varied while all other independent variables were kept constant) was used as a measure for the 
ability to design experiments (Chen & Klahr, 1999). In a study by Siegler and Liebert (1975), 
students had to detect how to move an electric train by discovering a specific combination of 
four on/off switches. However, the train was actually controlled by a secret switch so that the 
discovery of the solution could be postponed until all 16 possible combinations had been 
generated (Siegler & Liebert, 1975). In this study, the ability to design experiments was 
assessed via the number of generated combinations. Finally, the ability to evaluate evidence 
can be assessed by asking participants to interpret experimental outcomes. For example, 
learners often have to interpret covariation data in relation to competing hypotheses (Piekny & 
Maehler, 2013). Two studies with young children as participants used pictures of children with 
either a red or a green chewing gum and bad or healthy teeth. Participants saw sets of pictures 
either indicating perfect covariation between chewing gum color and health of teeth, imperfect 
covariation or non-covariation. Participants then had to decide if the evidence supported a 
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causal relationship between color of chewing gum and health of teeth. The number of correct 
answers was used as a measure for the ability to evaluate evidence (Koerber, Sodian, Thoermer, 
& Nett, 2005; Piekny & Maehler, 2013). Although this method can produce a more realistic 
picture of scientific reasoning ability, assessing with physical materials is often time-
consuming, materials can be expensive, and there are unobservable phenomena like chemical 
reactions that cannot be captured with this approach (de Jong, Linn, & Zacharia, 2013). In 
addition, it is often not possible to test several participants in one class simultaneously with 
physical experiments (Linn, 2000). 
Therefore, it can be beneficial to use virtual materials in the form of virtual simulated 
experiments to assess scientific reasoning skills (Gobert et al., 2013; National Research 
Council, 2001; Quellmalz, Timms, & Schneider, 2009). To assess the ability to generate 
hypotheses, van Joolingen and de Jong (1993), for example, analyzed the log files of students 
working in an inquiry environment. The number of hypotheses stated by students was counted. 
In addition, every hypothesis was evaluated in terms of correctness, precision and domain of 
applicability. The ability to design experiments with virtual materials is often assessed through 
the correct application of the control-of-variables strategy. Gobert et al. (2013), for example, 
assessed students’ ability to design controlled experiments using log files and educational data 
mining techniques. Features analyzed were, for example, a count of variable changes, the 
number of pairwise repeated trials, or the number of pairwise controlled trials (Gobert et al., 
2013). Other researchers have used the number of unique simulation experiments (i.e., 
experiments that have not been previously run with the same values) or the application of the 
control-of-variables strategy as measures (e.g., Mulder, Lazonder, & de Jong, 2014). Finally, 
the ability to evaluate evidence can be assessed by checking whether learners draw correct 
conclusions from their experiments. In a study by Kuhn and Dean (2005), for example, students 
investigated if different binary variables (e.g., soil type) had an influence on earthquake risks 
in a simulation-based inquiry environment. In the end, participants indicated which of the 
variables they thought made a difference in the earthquake risk. The number of valid inferences 
was used as a measure for the ability to evaluate evidence and a valid inference was defined as 
a determinate inference that was supported by evidence generated by the students (Kuhn & 
Dean, 2005). Virtual experiments can provide a relatively authentic environment for scientific 
reasoning (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002). Thus, this approach is relatively close to real 
experimenting behavior. In addition, virtual experiments require less time and costs for schools. 
Finally, process data from log files of experiments can give insights into the learning process 
of learners (Gobert et al., 2013; Pedro, Gobert, & Baker, 2012). Hence, simulated experiments 
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are a promising approach to an economic and behavior-based assessment of scientific 
reasoning. Adequate assessment of scientific reasoning skills, in turn, is an important 
prerequisite to map the development of these skills.  
1.1.3 Development of scientific reasoning 
Research on the development of scientific reasoning dates back to Inhelder and Piaget 
(1958). They investigated the development of cognitive abilities from childhood to adolescence. 
According to Inhelder and Piaget (1958), children are only able to reason scientifically when 
they reach the final stage of cognitive development, that is, the stage of formal operations. In 
this stage, children should become able to reason about their reasoning. As a consequence, other 
reasoning abilities like the systematic combination and isolation of variables, proportional, and 
correlational reasoning should emerge (Kuhn & Franklin, 2006). However, research in the past 
decades has shown that children are capable to reason scientifically earlier than expected 
(Koerber, Sodian, Kropf, Mayer, & Schwippert, 2011; Koerber et al., 2005; Kuhn, 2010; Kuhn 
& Franklin, 2006; Wilkening & Sodian, 2005). In the following, research on the development 
of the abilities to generate hypotheses, design experiments, and evaluate evidence will briefly 
be reviewed alongside problems that learners may encounter. 
The ability to generate hypotheses does not emerge until the beginning of elementary 
school. Preschoolers have difficulties formulating hypotheses (Piekny & Maehler, 2013). 
However, young elementary schools students are able to distinguish between testing a 
hypothesis and producing specific result (Sodian, Zaitchik, & Carey, 1991). From elementary 
school onward children are able to generate hypotheses, but tend to generate hypotheses that 
are in line with their prior beliefs (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016; C. Zimmerman, 2007). In 
addition, especially younger children often tend to focus on a single plausible hypothesis 
(Klahr, Fay, & Dunbar, 1993). However, considering many alternative hypotheses has been 
shown to lead to more successful experimentation (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988), yet, teenagers and 
even adults generate very few hypotheses spontaneously (Njoo & de Jong, 1993). Finally, 
learners are often not able to adapt their hypothesis based on the data they collect. Learners tend 
to keep their hypotheses even in the presence of disconfirming evidence (Klahr & Dunbar, 
1988). 
Designing experiments to generate or test hypotheses seems to be difficult for all age 
groups (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016). Whereas five-year-olds are not yet able to distinguish 
between testing a hypothesis and producing a results, six-year-olds begin to develop this ability 
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(Piekny, Grube, & Maehler, 2014; Sodian et al., 1991). Still, especially young learners often 
conduct experiments without any hypothesis. Instead of testing a hypothesis, they try to produce 
a specific result (engineering approach; Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991). Students 
around the age of ten become able to conduct unconfounded experiments investigating the 
relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable that clearly covary 
(Kanari & Millar, 2004). However, when variables do not perfectly covary, students had 
problems investigating relationships with unconfounded experiments (Kanari & Millar, 2004). 
Even though the ability to design experiments increases with age, it remains a difficult task for 
learners. Learners often design inconclusive experiments, that is, they vary several variables in 
one experimental trial rather than applying the control-of-variables strategy (Glaser, Schauble, 
Raghavan, & Zeitz, 1992; Keselman, 2003). Consequently, they cannot draw any conclusions 
from their experimental results. Furthermore, learners exhibit inefficient experimentation 
behavior. For example, they repeat the same experiment several times or devote experimental 
time to variables that are already well understood (Klahr et al., 1993).  
Preschoolers or young elementary school students are already able to evaluate perfect 
covariation data (Koerber et al., 2011, 2005; Piekny et al., 2014; Piekny & Maehler, 2013). The 
ability to evaluate imperfect covariation data seems to be more demanding (Inhelder & Piaget, 
1958; Kuhn & Phelps, 1982). This skill develops slowly and hardly ever reaches maturity 
(Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016). Instead, learners fail in drawing the right conclusions from their 
experimental results. That is, learners frequently infer that a variable is causal when indeed it 
is not and make inferences that are consistent with their prior beliefs or based on a single 
instance of covariation (C. Zimmerman, 2007).  
In conclusion, even if many precursors of scientific reasoning already develop during 
childhood, skilled scientific reasoning does not develop routinely (Kuhn & Franklin, 2006). 
Instead, the developmental trajectory of scientific reasoning is slow and requires instructional 
support (Morris et al., 2012).  
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1.2 Fostering the acquisition of scientific reasoning 
A debate remains about how to best support the development of scientific reasoning 
skills (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007; Kirschner et al., 2006; Klahr & Nigam, 2005; 
Kuhn & Dean, 2005; R. E. Mayer, 2004). On the one hand, there is the constructivist idea that 
scientific reasoning and science content knowledge can best be learned through inquiry or 
discovery learning, where learners have to discover scientific phenomena and construct new 
knowledge on their own (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007; Kuhn & Dean, 2005). On the other hand, 
there is the information-processing approach advocating direct or explicit instruction such as 
example-based learning as being more appropriate to foster scientific reasoning (Kirschner et 
al., 2006; Klahr & Nigam, 2005; R. E. Mayer, 2004). Thus, whereas inquiry learning argues for 
learning by doing or problem-solving (Pedaste et al., 2015), example-based learning argues for 
learning by being told. In the following, both approaches are described. 
1.2.1 Inquiry learning 
According to proponents of the inquiry learning approach, scientific reasoning (as well 
as science knowledge; see below) can best be learned through reasoning scientifically, that is, 
through learning by doing. Thus, in inquiry learning, learners “follow methods and practices 
similar to those of professional scientists in order to construct knowledge” (Pedaste et al., 2015, 
p. 48). Through engagement in these methods and practices, learners should develop the 
necessary scientific reasoning skills. What exactly constitutes inquiry learning? Up until now 
there is no consistent and generally accepted definition of inquiry learning (Klahr & Nigam, 
2005). There seems to be a consensus that inquiry learning involves self-directed investigations 
by learners in order to solve a complex problem (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016). According to 
Alfieri et al. (2011, p. 2) inquiry learning “occurs whenever the learner is not provided with the 
target information or conceptual understanding and must find it independently and with only 
the provided materials”. A recent meta-analysis further specified the definition of inquiry 
learning in line with the standards of the National Research Council (2012). In inquiry learning 
students conduct experiments, make observations or collect information in order 
to infer the principles underlying a topic or domain. These investigations are 
governed by one or more research questions, either provided by the teacher or 
proposed by the students; adhere (loosely) to the stages outlined in the scientific 
method; and can be performed with computer simulations, virtual labs, tangible 
materials, or existing databases. (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016, p. 2). 
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This definition of inquiry learning shares similarities with definitions of scientific 
reasoning. This is a result of the proposition of the constructivist approach that scientific 
reasoning can best be learned through reasoning scientifically, that is through performing 
inquiry activities. In this sense, inquiry learning is means and ends simultaneously. Bruner 
(1961, p. 7), for example, has argued that inquiry learning could foster “the art and technique 
of inquiry” itself. However, inquiry learning can also be used as a means for learning conceptual 
domain knowledge in domains such as biology, physics and chemistry. In the following, I 
describe different ways of implementing inquiry learning in schools. 
1.2.1.1 Implementation of inquiry learning: Physical and virtual experiments 
Inquiry learning has been applied in schools since the discovery learning movement in 
the 1960s (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016). Whereas in the beginning it was mainly used to teach 
science content, inquiry learning has since also been used to teach science process skills 
(Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016).  
One way to implement inquiry learning in schools is to ask learners to conduct physical 
experiments with tangible materials. Physical experiments offer the possibility for students to 
acquire hands-on laboratory skills. Moreover, students can gain an adequate picture of the 
complexity of science including unexpected events such as measurement error (de Jong et al., 
2013). Finally, the tactile information that learners get during experimenting with tangible 
materials can foster the understanding of science concepts, according to research on embodied 
cognition. For example, experiencing torque enhances students’ understanding of angular 
momentum, compared to observing another person experiencing torque (Kontra, Lyons, 
Fischer, & Beilock, 2015). However, especially in schools, experiments with tangible materials 
also have certain disadvantages. They are relatively time-consuming and sometimes require 
expensive or even dangerous materials (e.g., toxic chemicals). Additionally, physical 
experiments may require learners to handle a large number of information elements 
simultaneously which may overwhelm students’ limited cognitive resources (Sweller, van 
Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998; Tuovinen & Sweller, 1999). An alternative, which might 
circumvent these disadvantages, are virtual experiments with computer simulations.   
Virtual experiments have the advantage that “reality can be adapted” (de Jong et al., 
2013, p. 305). Thus, the complexity of scientific phenomena can be reduced, for example, by 
removing confusing details or by highlighting important aspects of an experiment (Trundle & 
Bell, 2010). This might help to reduce the amount of information that learners have to process 
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simultaneously. Furthermore, virtual experiments provide an opportunity for students to 
conduct experiments on otherwise unobservable phenomena like planetary movements (de Jong 
et al., 2013). Virtual experiments also require less setup time than physical experiments and 
results can be obtained in shorter time frames (Zacharia, Olympiou, & Papaevripidou, 2008). 
Importantly, studies comparing the effectiveness of learning with physical and virtual 
experiments so far have found no performance differences regarding learners’ conceptual 
understanding and inquiry skills (for a review see de Jong et al., 2013). One study, for example, 
engaged children in creating and testing mousetrap cars (Klahr, Triona, & Williams, 2007). The 
aim was to discover which features would make a car that travels as far as possible. Children 
worked either with physical or virtual cars. There were no differences between the groups in 
their knowledge about causal factors and in their ability to design respective cars (Klahr et al., 
2007). Another study compared the effectiveness of teaching the control-of-variables strategy 
with physical or virtual springs and weights (Triona & Klahr, 2003). The two types of materials 
were equally effective in instructing children how to design unconfounded experiments (Triona 
& Klahr, 2003). Consequently, virtual simulated experiments offer a promising alternative to 
physical experiments for inquiry learning in schools. However, the question remains whether 
inquiry learning is effective in enhancing scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge 
compared to more expository forms of instruction. 
1.2.1.2 Effectiveness of inquiry learning 
Why could inquiry learning be effective? Advocators of inquiry learning have argued 
that all learning involves the construction of new knowledge and thus is a constructivist process 
(Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007). Since inquiry learning requires learners to construct their own 
solutions it might be better suited for meaningful constructivist learning than more expository 
forms of instruction (Kirschner et al., 2006). Moreover, “involving students in activities that 
demand inquiry as a means to fostering inquiry skills” (Dean & Kuhn, 2007, p. 386), that is, 
learning by doing is intuitively plausible. Another potential advantage of inquiry learning might 
be that it often entails authentic and information-rich settings (Kirschner et al., 2006). This 
offers the possibility to teach students about the complex nature of scientific reasoning and 
enhance their epistemological understanding (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002). Finally, it has been 
argued that inquiry learning might be beneficial for long-term learning and transfer. Dean and 
Kuhn (2007), for example, compared the performance of three different groups that learned the 
control-of-variables strategy over an extended period of several weeks. Whereas an inquiry 
group engaged in computer-based problems that required the CVS for effective solution over 
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12 sessions, a direct instruction group received a single session designed to teach CVS. Finally, 
a direct instruction plus inquiry group received a combination of the first two groups. A post-
instruction assessment immediately after the direct instruction session showed an advantage of 
the two direct instruction groups over the inquiry group. However, the posttest and transfer 
performance after ten weeks and after 17 weeks was higher for the inquiry groups than for the 
group receiving only direct instruction (Dean & Kuhn, 2007). In this study, inquiry activities 
fostered long-term learning and transfer. 
However, since its inception in the 1960s inquiry learning has also received plenty of 
criticism. Because inquiry learning is often labor-intensive and time-inefficient, there might not 
be enough time to discover every topic of the science curriculum. In addition, direct instruction 
methods have shown to be highly effective, especially for complex procedures that learners are 
unlikely to discover on their own (e.g., Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995). 
Contrary to the results of the study by Dean and Kuhn (2007), for example, Klahr and Nigam 
(2005) showed that direct instruction was more effective than inquiry learning in teaching 
children the control-of-variables strategy. More children acquired mastery of the CVS through 
direct instruction than through inquiry learning. However, there were also children in the 
inquiry learning condition that mastered CVS. In addition, all children who mastered CVS 
could transfer what they had learned to evaluating science poster fairs (Klahr & Nigam, 2005). 
The strongest argument against inquiry learning, however, is that inquiry learning might exceed 
human working memory limitations (see Kirschner et al., 2006 for a review). Human working 
memory can only process a limited amount of information simultaneously (Miller, 1956). Since 
authentic inquiry environments can be very complex, learners must process a large amount of 
information in addition to the relevant contents or skills. Thus, learners might be overwhelmed 
because not enough resources remain for meaningful learning (Kirschner et al., 2006; Tuovinen 
& Sweller, 1999). Reviewing the literature of the past decades, R. E. Mayer (2004) has argued 
that inquiry learning with no or minimal guidance should be abandoned given the lack of studies 
showing that inquiry learning improves learning outcomes.  
So, whose claim has the stronger empirical support? Is inquiry learning more effective 
than direct instruction or the other way around? This question was addressed in a meta-analysis 
by Alfieri et al. (2011). The authors examined the effects of inquiry learning versus direct 
instruction over 108 studies. The mean effect size of all studies was d = −0.38, indicating that 
inquiry learning with no or minimal guidance was less beneficial for learning than direct 
instruction. Thus, research speaks clearly against inquiry learning, but contemporary inquiry-
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based methods might be effective for learning nevertheless since they include extensive 
guidance for learners (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007).  
Guidance can be defined “as any form of assistance offered before and/or during the 
inquiry learning process that aims to simplify, provide a view on, elicit, supplant, or prescribe 
the scientific reasoning skills involved” (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016, p. 7). Thus, guidance in 
this sense helps learners regarding single aspects in the problem-solving process. Learners, 
however, still must solve the problems on their own. There is a large body of research on inquiry 
learning that includes guidance (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Davis, 2000; Guzdial, 
1994; Jackson, Stratford, Krajcik, & Soloway, 1994; Reiser, 2004; Toth, Suthers, & Lesgold, 
2002). Consequently, Alfieri et al. (2011) conducted a second meta-analysis comparing the 
effect of guided inquiry learning with other forms of instruction (including unguided inquiry 
learning and direct instruction). The mean effect size of 65 studies was d = 0.30, indicating an 
advantage of guided inquiry over other forms of instruction (Alfieri et al., 2011). The type of 
other instruction did not moderate the findings. That is, guided inquiry led to better learning 
outcomes than direct teaching, providing explanations, unguided inquiry or baseline activities. 
Only the effectiveness of one form of direct instruction, namely worked examples, was not 
different from guided inquiry (Alfieri et al., 2011). 
This result is further supported by a recent meta-analysis by Lazonder and Harmsen 
(2016). They investigated the effectiveness of different types of guidance on learning activities, 
performance success, and learning outcomes in inquiry learning, respectively. For this purpose, 
they used the typology of guidance in inquiry learning proposed by de Jong and Lazonder 
(2014). This typology is organized according to the specificity of the guidance learners need to 
successfully perform inquiry. Guidance in inquiry learning can be offered as process 
constraints, status overviews, prompts, heuristics, scaffolds or explanations (de Jong & 
Lazonder, 2014). Process constraints are the least specific method for providing guidance to 
learners. Process constraints break the inquiry task down into several subtasks that are 
manageable for learners. Status overviews show the learners what they have already performed 
and/or how well they performed. Thus, they make the task progress visible. Prompts are cues 
that remind the learner to perform a certain action. They can either be given by a teacher or 
embedded in the learning environment (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016). Heuristics are cues 
similar to prompts but with additional information about how to perform the prompted action. 
Scaffolds explain or take over the demanding parts of an action. When the learners’ skills 
increase, they are usually faded out. Finally, explanations are the most specific type of guidance. 
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They specify exactly how to perform a particular action. Results of the meta-analysis by 
Lazonder and Harmsen (2016) including 72 studies showed that overall guidance had a 
significant positive influence on learning activities, performance success, and learning 
outcomes. Moreover, the effect of guidance on performance success was moderated by the 
specificity of guidance. That is, learners perform better during an inquiry (e.g., generate more 
valid inferences, better concept maps, or complete more assignments correctly) when supported 
by more specific types of guidance such as scaffolds or explanations (Lazonder & Harmsen, 
2016). 
In conclusion, pure inquiry learning with minimal or no guidance is less effective for 
learning than direct instruction (Alfieri et al., 2011; Kirschner et al., 2006). Guided inquiry 
learning, in contrast, including scaffolding or feedback or requiring learners to generate answers 
to experimenters’ questions or explain aspects of the task to themselves, can lead to better 
learning outcomes than direct instruction or unguided inquiry. However, the effectiveness of 
worked examples, one specific form of direct instruction, was not different from guided inquiry. 
Thus, in the following, example-based learning is introduced as an alternative approach to 
inquiry learning for fostering scientific reasoning skills.  
1.2.2 Example-based learning 
Advocators of example-based learning argue “that it would be impossible (not to 
mention quite dangerous) for a human being to discover by one’s one experience the vast 
amounts of knowledge that our ancestors developed over thousands of years” (van Gog & 
Rummel, 2010, pp. 155–156). It appears to be much more efficient to borrow knowledge from 
others through learning by observing (Paas & Sweller, 2012; van Gog & Rummel, 2010; van 
Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005). In example-based learning, therefore, examples are used to 
show how a specific problem may be solved. Thus, in an example, the problem-solving process 
is explained. Learners are expected to comprehend the problem-solving process without solving 
the problem on their own. Examples can consist either of worked examples that provide a 
written account of how a problem should be solved or modeling examples in which a model 
(e.g., teacher or peer learner) demonstrates how to solve a problem (van Gog & Rummel, 2010). 
In both cases, an example contains an underlying abstract principle and a surface story or 
problem context in which the principle is explained.  
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1.2.2.1 Effectiveness of example-based learning 
Research on worked examples has consistently shown that it is beneficial for novice 
learners to study worked examples containing a step-by-step expert solution to a problem, rather 
than solving problems on their own (Atkinson, Derry, Renkl, & Wortham, 2000; Cooper & 
Sweller, 1987; Renkl, 2014; Sweller & Cooper, 1985). This so called worked-example effect is 
usually explained in terms of cognitive load theory, that is, the different cognitive processes 
evoked by studying examples or solving problems (Sweller et al., 1998). When learners with 
low prior knowledge solve problems they are forced to rely on weak problem-solving strategies 
such as means-ends analysis (Sweller, 1988). Means-ends analysis requires learners to consider 
the current problem state, the goal state, and to search for a way to reduce the distance between 
the two states. This imposes a high working memory load on learners, which is not effective 
for learning (Sweller, 1988). Thus, learners might not be able to construct a cognitive schema 
of how such a problem should be solved. Studying worked examples, on the other hand, 
prevents learners from using weak problem-solving strategies. Instead, learners can use all 
available working memory capacity to focus their attention on problem states and useful 
solution steps, and to build a cognitive problem-solving schema (Sweller et al., 1998). Thus, 
learners reach better learning outcomes with less investment of time and effort.  
Traditionally, worked examples have been used to foster performance in highly 
structured cognitive tasks such as algebra (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller & Cooper, 1985), 
statistics (Quilici & Mayer, 1996), geometry (Paas & van Merriënboer, 1994; Schwonke et al., 
2009) or physics (Kalyuga, Chandler, Tuovinen, & Sweller, 2001; Reisslein, Atkinson, Seeling, 
& Reisslein, 2006). Sweller and Cooper (1985), for example, compared groups of students who 
either studied worked examples or solved analogous problems when learning algebra. Results 
showed that studying worked examples required less time than solving problems. Additionally, 
studying worked examples enabled students to solve problems in a posttest more rapidly and 
with fewer errors (Sweller & Cooper, 1985). 
 Modeling examples, in contrast, have more often been used to foster less structured 
cognitive skills such as writing (Braaksma, Rijlaarsdam, & van den Bergh, 2002), assertive 
communication (Decker, 1980), collaboration (Rummel & Spada, 2005; Rummel, Spada, & 
Hauser, 2009), and scientific reasoning (Mulder et al., 2014). Mastering such less structured 
cognitive skills requires often iterative or cyclical processes, which partly depend on preceding 
steps (Hilbert, Renkl, Kessler, & Reiss, 2008; Mulder et al., 2014). During scientific reasoning, 
for example, generated evidence must be evaluated with regard to a hypothesis. If the evidence 
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is not sufficient to reject or support the hypothesis, a skilled scientific reasoner returns to 
experimenting. Thus, a skilled scientific reasoner has to consider previously performed actions 
and results to decide what to do next (Mulder et al., 2014). Text-based worked examples, 
however, which usually present a straightforward algorithmic solution procedure, are not well 
suited to capture the rationale of this cyclical process. In modeling examples, in contrast, the 
model can explain his thoughts or heuristics when trying to solve a problem (Hilbert et al., 
2008). Consequently, they might be more suited to teach less structured cognitive skills such as 
scientific reasoning.  
Mulder et al. (2014) were the first to use video modeling examples to foster scientific 
reasoning skills. In their study, high-school students investigated a simulation of an electrical 
circuit with a modelling tool. Students’ inquiry task was to examine and model the influence 
and interactions of the elements in the electrical circuit. One group of students could 
additionally consult video modeling examples that explained the required activities and how to 
perform them, whereas another group did not receive this support. Video modeling examples 
contained a dynamic screen capture of a person performing an inquiry task and demonstrating 
scientific reasoning strategies, for example, the control-of-variables strategy (Mulder et al., 
2014). Results showed that video modeling examples enhanced students’ inquiry behavior and 
the quality of the models of electric circuits they created compared to students who did not see 
video modeling examples. However, the quality of students’ models was rather modest in both 
groups and there were no differences in domain knowledge between the groups (Mulder et al., 
2014). In their discussion, the authors suggested to optimize the examples to make them more 
effective.  
Hence, it is important to know what makes example-based learning effective - especially 
when combined with inquiry learning. There a several factors that influence the effectiveness 
of example-based learning such as learner characteristics, delivery of examples and design of 
examples (van Gog & Rummel, 2010). These aspects will be explained in the next sections. 
1.2.2.2 Learner characteristics 
The most important learner characteristic that influences the effectiveness of examples 
is learners’ prior knowledge. As has been described above, example-based learning is especially 
effective for learners with low prior knowledge (van Gog & Rummel, 2010). Studying 
examples is beneficial for novices in a domain because it helps them to construct cognitive 
schemata. However, if learners already possess prior knowledge in the form of schemata, 
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studying examples can be ineffective or even detrimental for learning. This phenomenon is 
called the expertise reversal effect (Kalyuga et al., 2001). Whereas learner characteristics can 
be influenced externally only to a certain extent, delivery and design of examples can more 
easily be manipulated to optimize the effectiveness of example-based learning. Hence, these 
two aspects were investigated in Study 1 and 2 of the present thesis, respectively. 
1.2.2.3 Delivery of examples 
The delivery of examples targets the questions of if and how examples should be 
combined with problems. According to the worked example effect, studying examples leads to 
better learning outcomes than solving problems (Renkl, 2014). However, is possible that 
combining examples and problems might be even more effective than studying examples only. 
Combining examples and problems might have several advantages over studying examples 
only. First, there might be motivational advantages. For instance, it might be more motivating 
for learners to solve a similar problem immediately after example study because it is a more 
active form of learning than studying another example (Sweller & Cooper, 1985). Second, 
combining examples and problems allows learners to practice solving problems. This might 
enable learners to recognize deficiencies in their performance and motivate them to study the 
next example more closely (van Gog & Rummel, 2010). Practicing solving problems might 
also prevent inert knowledge, that is, knowledge that can be retrieved in assessment situations 
but it is not applied to solve problems in real life (Renkl et al., 1996). 
In addition, if there are advantages of combining examples and problems over studying 
examples only, the question arises of how examples and problems should be combined. This 
question pertains to the timing or the sequence of examples and problems (van Gog & Rummel, 
2010). Examples could be presented first followed by problems (example-problem pairs) or the 
other way around (problem-example pairs). Presenting an example before a problem might be 
advantageous since studying an example first could reduce cognitive load in learners and help 
them to build a cognitive problem-solving schema (van Gog, Kester, & Paas, 2011). Solving a 
problem subsequently might enable learners to stabilize and apply this problem-solving 
schema.  
However, studying an example first could also have detrimental effects on learning since 
it can give learners an illusion of understanding (Baars, van Gog, de Bruin, & Paas, 2016, 2014; 
Renkl & Atkinson, 2002). An illusion of understanding means that learners think they have 
understood everything when they actually have not. Illusions of understanding can thus result 
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in overconfidence. That is, learners’ judgments of their future performance are higher than their 
actual future performance. During schema acquisition, for example, overconfident learners 
might terminate studying before a schema is constructed at all or before all relevant elements 
of a schema are encoded and incorporated. Thus, overconfidence might prevent or impair the 
acquisition of a problem-solving schema through invalid regulation processes (Dunlosky & 
Rawson, 2012). Illusions of understanding might even be more likely to occur when using video 
modeling examples. Dynamic visualizations like videos are commonly associated with 
entertainment. Therefore, students may underestimate the effort necessary to understand what 
is being conveyed through a dynamic visualization (underwhelming effect; Lowe, 2004).  
Consequently, it might also be beneficial to present problems before examples. Solving 
a problem first might enable students to recognize deficiencies in their own performance which 
might direct their attention to those aspects during studying the subsequent example 
(Hausmann, van de Sande, & VanLehn, 2008; van Gog et al., 2011). Thus, problem solving 
might prepare students for studying examples. Similarly, solving a problem first can be 
considered an active generative task (Baars, van Gog, et al., 2014) that gives learners valuable 
information about their current state of learning. Thus, learners might become aware of what 
they already have or have not yet learned. This could help them to study a subsequent example 
with a specific focus on their knowledge gaps.  
Research on the sequencing of examples and problems has resulted in mixed evidence. 
On the one hand, there is research speaking in favor of presenting examples before problems. 
Two studies in the context of worked example research, for example, found an advantage for 
presenting examples first. Both studies have investigated the effectiveness of examples only, 
examples followed by problems (example-problems pairs) and problems followed by examples 
(problems-example pairs) compared with problems only (Leppink, Paas, van Gog, van der 
Vleuten, & van Merriënboer, 2014; van Gog et al., 2011). Van Gog et al. (2011) found that 
participants who learned to troubleshoot electrical circuits via example-problems pairs or 
examples only indicated lower cognitive load and showed better learning outcomes than 
participants who learned with problems-example pairs or problems only. Moreover, 
participants who learned with example-problems pairs did not differ from participants who 
learned with examples only. Similarly, participants who learned with problems-example pairs 
did not differ from participants who learned with problems only. Leppink et al. (2014) 
replicated the advantage of studying an example over solving a problem first in a different 
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domain (application of Bayes’ theorem). Thus, research on worked examples speaks in favor 
of presenting an example first followed by either a problem or another example. 
In addition, research on sequencing instruction and inquiry further corroborated the 
result that presenting an example before a problem can be beneficial for novices. Several studies 
underscore a positive effect on learning outcomes of presenting information before inquiry 
(Barzilai & Blau, 2014; Lazonder, Hagemans, & de Jong, 2010; Wecker et al., 2013). Barzilai 
and Blau (2014), for example, compared the effectiveness of providing a scaffold including 
examples before or after an inquiry activity to an inquiry activity without scaffolds. Results 
showed that learners who studied the scaffold before the inquiry exhibited higher problem-
solving performance in a posttest than learners who either studied scaffolds after the inquiry or 
not at all (Barzilai & Blau, 2014).  
On the other hand, there is also research speaking in favor of presenting problems before 
examples. This sequence has been extensively investigated in research on preparation for future 
learning (Schwartz & Martin, 2004) and productive failure (Kapur, 2012). A study by Arena 
and Schwartz (2014), for example, investigated if a videogame could prepare students for future 
formal instruction. In the video game players needed to infer the shape of probability 
distributions to perform well which can be considered a problem solving or inquiry task. The 
formal instruction consisted of a written text including several examples about probability 
distributions. Results showed that students who first played the game and then read the passage 
learned more than participants who only read the passage (Arena & Schwartz, 2014). 
Advantages of presenting problems before examples have also been shown by research 
on productive failure. In this approach, students are presented with a problem with a rich 
database and asked to devise several solutions (Kapur, 2012). Since students get no hints about 
relevant features for problem solution in the database, they are most often unable to create the 
canonical solution. The struggle to find solutions is thought to trigger a general awareness of 
their knowledge gaps and prepare them for the following instruction phase. In the first part of 
the instruction phase, the teacher demonstrates the limitations of typical students’ solutions 
before modeling the canonical solution (Loibl & Rummel, 2014). This sequence of problem-
solving prior to instruction has been shown to result in better conceptual understanding than 
instruction prior to problem-solving (Kapur, 2012; Loibl & Rummel, 2014). Loibl and Rummel 
(2014) showed that problem solving prior to instruction indeed triggered a global awareness of 
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knowledge gaps that was beneficial for learning when combined with instruction with student 
solutions.  
An advantage of presenting problems before examples might also be expected from the 
perspective of self-regulated learning. Becoming aware of knowledge gaps can be considered 
a metacognitive process which is an important aspect of self-regulated learning (Nelson & 
Narens, 1990). Self-regulated learning can be defined as a cyclical process involving feelings, 
thoughts and actions that are oriented towards attaining a learning goal (B. J. Zimmerman, 
2002). A successful self-regulated learner not only sets learning goals and chooses appropriate 
strategies to achieve the goal (cognitive processes) but also monitors the learning progress and 
regulates his/her actions accordingly (metacognitive processes; B. J. Zimmerman, 2002). Only 
when learners are able to accurately monitor their learning process can they regulate their 
learning process adequately. That is, high monitoring accuracy, which is usually assessed by 
asking students to predict their future test performance (judgments of learning, JoLs) and 
relating this judgement to their actual test performance, is associated with higher learning 
outcomes (Thiede, Anderson, & Therriault, 2003). One way to improve monitoring accuracy is 
to ask learners to perform an active generation task. Research on learning from expository text 
has shown that generation activities such as writing keywords or summaries or asking learners 
to complete diagrams indeed improved the monitoring accuracy of learners (Thiede & 
Anderson, 2003; Thiede et al., 2003; van Loon, de Bruin, van Gog, van Merriënboer, & 
Dunlosky, 2014). Solving a problem can also be considered a generative activity. Thus, from 
the perspective of self-regulated learning, presenting a problem first may result in better 
learning outcomes than presenting an example first because it leads to a higher monitoring 
accuracy and a subsequently better regulation.  
Overall, the delivery of examples targets the questions of whehter and how examples 
should be combined with problems. It is yet unclear if there are advantages of combining 
examples and problems over studying examples only. If there should be advantages of 
combining examples and problems the question arises of how to sequence them. Studying an 
example first might reduce cognitive load in learners and help them to build a problem-solving 
schema. Subsequently solving a problem might help them to stabilize and use the problem-
solving schema (Barzilai & Blau, 2014; Lazonder et al., 2010; Leppink et al., 2014; van Gog et 
al., 2011; Wecker et al., 2013). However, studying an example first might also result in 
overconfidence and thus lead learners to terminate studying before they have learned 
everything. In contrast, solving a problem first might make learners aware of knowledge gaps, 
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that is, enhance their monitoring accuracy and prepare and motivate them to study a subsequent 
example more closely (Arena & Schwartz, 2014; Loibl & Rummel, 2014; Thiede et al., 2003). 
Despite the amount of research dedicated to the sequencing of examples and problems, up until 
now there has been no attempt to investigate effects of sequencing of video modeling examples 
and inquiry tasks on scientific reasoning skills. This issue will be addressed in Study 1 of the 
present thesis.  
1.2.2.4 Design of examples 
Another important aspect that affects the effectiveness of example-based learning is the 
design of the examples. Examples have to be designed according to certain instructional design 
principles in order to be effective (Atkinson et al., 2000). Two important design features in the 
context of example-based learning are the instructional approach and the arrangement of 
examples according to the principles they convey and the context in which they are embedded 
(Renkl, 2014, 2015). 
The instructional approach addresses the question of how to present the abstract 
principle or structural feature of a worked example. As described in Section 1.2.2, a worked 
example contains an underlying abstract principle and a surface story or problem context in 
which the principle is explained. The instructional approach describes whether the abstract 
principle is introduced before or within the problem context. In a deductive approach, the 
abstract principle is introduced first, followed by examples in which the principle is applied 
(Renkl, 2015; Ross & Kilbane, 1997). In an inductive approach, on the other hand, the abstract 
principle is not introduced explicitly to the learner. Instead, learners receive only the examples 
in which the principle is embedded. In this approach, learners must induce the principle 
themselves. Both approaches can be further supported by differential prompts. Learners profit 
most from the deductive approach if they are prompted to explain the solution to themselves 
(Renkl, Stark, Gruber, & Mandl, 1998). Such a self-explanation can comprise elaborations on 
the application conditions and goals of domain principles, or it can comprise relations between 
solution steps and domain principles (Renkl et al., 1998). On the other hand, studies show that 
learners profit most from the inductive approach when they are prompted to compare different 
examples (e.g., Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003).  
Moreover, deductive and inductive approaches have differential effects on different 
knowledge facets. Deductive approaches that present a rule followed by an example foster the 
acquisition of declarative knowledge and concepts (Seidel, Blomberg, & Renkl, 2013; 
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Tomlinson & Hunt, 1971). Pre-service teachers, for example, who learned principles for 
teaching and learning with a deductive approach were better able to reproduce declarative 
knowledge of the subject compared to pre-service teachers who learned with an inductive 
approach (Seidel et al., 2013). Inductive approaches, on the other hand, seem to specifically 
facilitate the acquisition of skills (Gentner et al., 2003; Seidel et al., 2013). In the study of Seidel 
et al. (2013), pre-service teachers who learned with an inductive approach were better able to 
apply principles for teaching and learning during lesson planning compared to pre-service-
teachers who learned with a deductive approach. In another study, novice learners who learned 
a negotiation strategy through inductive examples were more likely to apply the strategy in a 
simulated negotiation than a baseline group without examples (Gentner et al., 2003). To sum 
up, both the deductive and the inductive instructional approach seem to be effective with regard 
to different types of learning outcomes.  
Whereas the instructional approach, a design feature of examples, targets the question 
of how to introduce the principle of an example, another design feature addresses the question 
of how to arrange multiple examples regarding their structural and context features. Research 
on worked examples has shown that learners profit most by studying multiple examples for one 
principle (Renkl, 2014). According to Quilici and Mayer (1996), one principle can either be 
taught in a surface-emphasizing or in a structure-emphasizing way. Thereby, it varies whether 
one principle is taught with examples using the same or different surface features or contexts. 
In a surface-emphasizing arrangement, one principle is taught with several examples using the 
same story context. In such an arrangement, one principle is always associated with the same 
surface features. Thus, a surface-emphasizing arrangement  makes it hard for learners to decide 
which example features are relevant to solving the underlying problem (i.e., structural features) 
and which are not (i.e., surface features). In a structure-emphasizing arrangement, in contrast, 
one principle is taught using examples with different story contexts, thereby making it clear to 
learners that variations in surface features are irrelevant to the principle explained in the 
examples.  
Quilici and  Mayer (1996) investigated the effect of these arrangements on novice 
students’ ability to assign novel problems to the solution principles that had been taught earlier. 
Given that surface features are generally more salient to inexperienced or novice learners, it 
was assumed that learners would focus more on surface features in situations in which surface 
and structural features were confounded (surface-emphasizing arrangement). In contrast, in 
situations in which different surface stories are used for the same structural feature (structure-
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emphasizing arrangement), the authors assumed that learners would focus more on structural 
features. Results showed that learners who received a structure-emphasizing arrangement of 
examples did indeed categorize more problems according to their underlying structural features, 
whereas learners provided with a surface-emphasizing arrangement of examples categorized 
more problems according to their surface features (Quilici & Mayer, 1996). Thus, a structure-
emphasizing arrangement seemed to focus the attention of learners on structural features and a 
surface-emphasizing arrangement on surface features. 
Importantly, the context in the studies of Quilici and Mayer (1996) was completely 
irrelevant for learning, that is, it was only for illustrative purposes and could easily have been 
exchanged. Depending on the learning objectives, however, the context can also be vital for 
learning and thus a surface-emphasizing arrangement might be beneficial. When students are 
supposed to learn a scientific reasoning strategy (i.e., a principle) with examples taken from 
several school subjects (e.g., biology and physics), the context, that is, biology and physics, is 
relevant for learning. Teaching one scientific reasoning strategy using only examples from the 
same context might direct learners’ attention to the context, that is, biology or physics. Such a 
surface-emphasizing or blocked arrangement could thus foster learners’ domain knowledge in 
biology or physics. Teaching one scientific reasoning strategy with examples from different 
contexts might direct learners’ attention to the underlying scientific reasoning strategy. Such a 
structure-emphasizing or mixed arrangement could thus foster scientific reasoning skills.  
Taken together, the design of worked examples influences different types of learning 
outcomes. The instructional approach of an example addresses the question of how to introduce 
the abstract principle of an example. Whereas a deductive approach of presenting the abstract 
principle followed by examples might foster domain knowledge, an inductive approach 
presenting only the examples from which the principle should be inferred might foster the 
acquisition of skills. In addition, the arrangement of examples addresses the question of how to 
arrange multiple examples. Whereas a blocked arrangement with examples from the same 
context might foster domain knowledge, a mixed arrangement with examples from different 
contexts might foster scientific reasoning skills. The design of examples will be addressed in 
Study 2 of the present thesis.   
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1.3 Overview of studies and research questions 
The present thesis investigates how to foster scientific reasoning through inquiry and 
example-based learning. More specifically, it aims at fostering students’ scientific reasoning 
skills with video modeling examples and inquiry tasks with virtual experiments. As was shown 
in Section 1.1, scientific reasoning can be considered to be an intentional knowledge-seeking 
process, which comprises the skills implicated in generating hypotheses, designing and 
conducting experiments, and evaluating evidence. Since these skills are necessary for everyone 
in everyday life but do not develop routinely, they need to be fostered in schools. As presented 
in Section 1.2, there are two promising approaches to fostering scientific reasoning skills: 
inquiry learning, which can be considered as learning by doing or problem solving and 
example-based learning, which is a form of direct instruction (learning by being told). Whereas 
in inquiry learning students conduct experiments, make observations or collect information in 
order to solve a problem, in example-based learning learners study example problems with a 
worked-out solution rather than solving the problems themselves. Research has shown that pure 
inquiry learning is less effective than direct instruction such as example-based learning. 
However, it is yet unclear whether there might be advantages of combining inquiry learning 
and example-based learning. Hitherto, there was only one study using video modeling examples 
in an inquiry learning environment to foster scientific reasoning skills (Mulder et al., 2014). 
Results showed that video modeling examples enhanced scientific reasoning skills, whereas 
domain knowledge of learners remained quite modest. The authors, therefore, suggested 
improving the delivery and the design of the video modeling examples. Thus, these aspects 
were addressed in the two studies of the present thesis.  
To foster the acquisition of scientific reasoning, I have developed a digital training 
program combining video modeling examples and inquiry tasks with virtual experiments to 
foster scientific reasoning skills. The training program was used in both studies to teach 
scientific reasoning strategies (and in Study 2: domain knowledge) in the context of natural 
sciences to students. To create the video modeling examples and the training inquiry tasks I 
used several virtual experiments (Gizmos, 2016) with the topic of energy in the two domains 
physics and biology. When the experiments were presented as video modeling examples, 
students were asked to watch a short video in which two models performed an inquiry task 
using the virtual experiments. When the experiments were presented as inquiry tasks, students 
were asked to conduct the same or a similar experiment that the models in the video modeling 
examples worked on. Thus, the same virtual experiments were used to create the video 
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modeling examples and the inquiry tasks. Both studies used an experimental pretest – training 
– posttest design. In the following, the specific research questions along with the aims and 
features of the two empirical studies within this thesis are elaborated: 
I. How does the sequence of video modeling examples and inquiry tasks 
influence students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning skills? 
 The first study addressed the delivery of examples, or more specifically, if and how 
examples and inquiry tasks should be combined to foster scientific reasoning skills. As 
discussed above in Section 1.2.2.3, it is yet unclear whether there are advantages of combining 
examples and inquiry tasks. In addition, if examples and inquiry tasks should be combined the 
question arises of how to sequence the two learning activities. On the one hand, there is research 
speaking in favor of presenting examples first since this might reduce cognitive load in learners 
and help them to create a problem-solving schema. Solving an inquiry task subsequently might 
help to stabilize and use the schema. On the other hand, there is research speaking in favor of 
solving inquiry tasks first before studying examples. Solving an inquiry task might help learners 
to recognize knowledge gaps and enhance their monitoring accuracy. Thus, they might be better 
prepared and more motivated to study a subsequent example more closely. Thus, Study 1 
investigated the effects of four conditions (example-example, example-inquiry task, inquiry 
task-example and inquiry task-inquiry task) on students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning 
skills. During school lessons, 107 seventh graders learned how to apply the control-of-variables 
strategy with a digital training program including virtual physics experiments. The delivery of 
examples varied according to condition. Effects on scientific reasoning skills were assessed 
with a multiple-choice scientific reasoning test and through analyzing students’ experimenting 
behavior (number of controlled and confounded experiments). In addition, effects on cognitive 
load, judgments of learning, and monitoring accuracy were investigated. 
II. How does the design (arrangement and instructional approach) of video 
modeling examples influence the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills 
and domain knowledge? 
The second study investigated how the design of video modeling examples can be 
optimized to foster scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge simultaneously. Targeted 
design aspects were the instructional approach and the arrangement of examples with regard to 
their structural and context features. Video modeling examples were designed using either a 
deductive (principle followed by examples) or an inductive instructional approach (only 
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examples from which students had to infer the principle). Moreover, video modeling examples 
were presented either in a blocked (examples with the same context) or a mixed arrangement 
(examples with different contexts). Eighth graders (N = 124) were randomly assigned to the 
four groups of this 2x2 design. Again, scientific reasoning skills were assessed with a multiple-
choice scientific reasoning test and through analyzing students’ experimenting behavior 
(number of controlled, confounded, and identical experiments). Domain knowledge was 
assessed with a multiple-choice test. 
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2 Study 1 
Study 11 investigated how the sequence of video modeling examples and inquiry tasks 
influences students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning skills. More precisely, it was 
investigated whether video modeling examples in a simulation-based inquiry learning 
environment should be provided before, after, or instead of an inquiry task. The learning 
environment consisted of two virtual physics experiments on the topic of energy. When the 
experiments were presented as video modeling examples, learners watched a video showing 
how two models solved an inquiry task. When the experiments were presented as inquiry tasks, 
learners had to solve the same inquiry task as the models on their own. Learners received either 
an example or inquiry task in a first training phase followed by an example or inquiry task in a 
second training phase. I compared the four resulting instructional conditions of this 2x2 design 
with regard to cognitive load, learning outcomes, judgments of learning (JoLs), and monitoring 
accuracy. In line with research on the worked example effect and on sequencing instruction and 
inquiry (Barzilai & Blau, 2014; Lazonder et al., 2010; Leppink et al., 2014; van Gog et al., 
2011), I hypothesized that watching a video modeling example first would be more effective 
(better learning outcomes; Hypothesis 1a) and efficient (lower cognitive load; Hypothesis 1b) 
than solving an inquiry task first. Moreover, I investigated whether the instructional conditions 
would affect learners’ JoLs. In line with research on worked examples and monitoring accuracy 
as well as on preparation for future learning/productive failure (Arena & Schwartz, 2014; Baars 
et al., 2016; Baars, van Gog, et al., 2014; Loibl & Rummel, 2014), I expected that the example-
first groups would be overconfident in their JoLs in the first training phase (Hypothesis 2a), 
whereas the task-first groups would have more accurate JoLs (Hypothesis 2b). Moreover, I 
hypothesized that solving an inquiry task after having watched a video modeling example 
would lead to more accurate monitoring after the second training phase (Hypothesis 2c), 
whereas studying a second video modeling example would lead to overconfidence (Hypothesis 
2d).  
  
                                                 
1   The results of this study have been submitted as Kant, J., Scheiter, K. & Oschatz, K. (under revision). How to 
Sequence Video Modeling Examples and Inquiry Tasks to Foster Scientific Reasoning. Learning and Instruction. 
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2.1 Method 
2.1.1 Participants and design 
Participants were 107 German high school students from Grade 7 from two schools in 
Southern Germany (61 female, age M = 12.46 years, SD = 0.56). Participants were enrolled in 
their first course of physics. Because data collection took place in the beginning of the school 
term, students were assumed to be novices concerning the topic of energy in physics. 
Participation in the study was voluntarily and written informed consent from parents and 
children was obtained. All participants engaged in two training phases in each of which they 
learned the CVS with virtual experiments in the form of either video modeling examples or 
inquiry tasks (see Figure 1).  
Pretest 
Demographics, domain knowledge test, 1st part of scientific reasoning test 
 
Introduction 
Topic of energy, control-of-variables strategy 
 
Training phase 1 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Inquiry task Inquiry task 
Video modeling 
example 
Video modeling 
example 
 
Intermediate test 1 
Judgment of learning 1, cognitive load 1, 2nd part of scientific reasoning test 
 
Training phase 2 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Inquiry task 
Video modeling 
example 
Inquiry task 
Video modeling 
example 
 
Intermediate test 2 
Judgment of learning 2, cognitive load 2 
 
 
Posttest 
1st & 2nd part of scientific reasoning test, test inquiry tasks, cognitive load 3 & 4 
 
Figure 1. Procedure with the four assessment time points (in bold) and the assessed variables. 
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Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: inquiry tasks only (task-task, n 
= 27), inquiry task followed by video modeling example (task-example, n = 26), video modeling 
example followed by inquiry task (example-task, n = 27), and video modeling examples only 
(example-example, n = 27). 
2.1.2 Materials 
2.1.2.1 Learning content. At the beginning, all participants received a short, written 
introduction into the topic of energy as well as an abstract description of the CVS. Afterwards, 
participants learned the strategy with concrete virtual experiments presented either as video 
modeling examples or as training inquiry tasks in two subsequent training phases. To create the 
video modeling examples and the training inquiry tasks I used two virtual experiments: Heat 
Absorption and Energy Conversion in a System (Gizmos, 2016). In the simulation called Heat 
Absorption, students could shine a flashlight on a variety of materials, and measure how quickly 
each material heats up. Students could vary the light angle, light color, type of material, and 
color of material and investigate their influence on the heating of the material (see Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2. Screenshot of virtual experiment on heat absorption. Copyright (2016) by 
ExploreLearning. Reprinted with permission. 
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In Energy Conversion in a System, a falling cylinder was attached to a rotating propeller that 
stirred and heated the water in a beaker. Students could adjust the mass and height of the 
cylinder as well as the quantity and initial temperature of water to determine the temperature of 
the water as energy was converted from one form to another.  
2.1.2.2 Video modeling examples. When the experiments were presented as video 
modeling examples, students were asked to watch a short video in which two models performed 
an inquiry task using the virtual experiments. The videos included a screen capture recorded 
with Camtasia Studio 8.5 of what the models saw on the screen while they interacted with the 
virtual experiments as well as verbal comments of the models describing their reasoning. Only 
the results of the models’ actions were visible in the video but not the models themselves. In 
both video modeling examples, the models received a research question (e.g., in Heat 
Absorption: ‘How does the light angle influence the heating of a material?’). The models first 
investigated the setup of the experiment and checked which variables they could vary. 
Afterwards, they tried to investigate the research question using the CVS. I used coping models, 
that is, the models’ initial performance included errors that they identified and then corrected 
(van Gog & Rummel, 2010). The video modeling examples stopped several times and students 
were asked about critical aspects of the examples. For example, they were prompted to explain 
to themselves the connection between the abstract strategy description and the modeling 
examples (e.g., ‘Please describe what Hanna and Tom did to obtain results that can 
unambiguously be interpreted.’). 
2.1.2.3 Training inquiry tasks. When the experiments were presented as inquiry tasks, 
students were asked to conduct an experiment with the same research questions that the models 
in the video modeling examples worked on. To ensure comparability of conditions, students 
with training inquiry tasks also received the first part of the video modeling example, where the 
models investigated and explained the setup of the experiment. Subsequently, students were 
asked to use the CVS to investigate the research question on their own. They were guided during 
their inquiry with analogous prompts as students with video modeling examples (e.g., ‘Please 
describe what you did to obtain results that can unambiguously be interpreted.’). 
2.1.3 Measures 
There were four assessment time points at which various measures were assessed: one 
prior to learning (pretest), one between the first and the second training phase to assess effects 
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of the first training phase (intermediate test 1), one after the second training phase (intermediate 
test 2), and a final test phase after learning (posttest).  
Prior to learning, I assessed participants’ age, gender, grades in biology and math as 
well as interest and self-efficacy in physics as control variables.2 Moreover, I assessed the 
domain knowledge of participants with six self-developed multiple-choice items about the topic 
of energy in physics. All items consisted of a question (e.g., ‘What is the law of energy 
conservation?’) with four answer options. Participants were asked to choose their answer and 
were given one point for each correct answer. I calculated the percentage of correct answers for 
each student.  
During the intermediate tests and the posttest, I assessed the dependent variables 
scientific reasoning, cognitive load, and JoLs. In the following sections, the instruments used 
to assess the dependent variables are described as well as the respective assessment time points.  
2.1.3.1 Scientific reasoning. Scientific reasoning was assessed with two different 
measures: a scientific reasoning test with multiple-choice items and two test inquiry tasks. The 
item pool for the scientific reasoning test was based on a test developed by Koenen (2014) 
which assessed the ability to apply knowledge about experimental scientific practices. Each of 
the 18 items I used consisted of a short informational text about two students who are in a 
certain situation (e.g., baking muffins from batter that contain different baking agents), followed 
by a question (e.g., ‘Regarding the muffins that result from the different batters, which 
conclusion about the baking agents is correct?’). Students had to choose the correct answer out 
of four answer options and received one point for each correct response. Percentage of correct 
answers for each student was calculated. Based on the item difficulties of a previous study, I 
split the test in two parts with nine items each that were equally difficult. The first part was used 
in the pretest (Cronbach’s α = .56), whereas the second part was used in intermediate test 1 
(Cronbach’s α = .62), and the complete test was used in the posttest (Cronbach’s α = .71).  
To have a measure for scientific reasoning that is close to real experimenting behavior, 
I additionally administered two test inquiry tasks in the posttest. The first test inquiry task used 
the same virtual experiment as the second training inquiry task. However, this time students 
had to investigate the influence of a different dependent variable. The second inquiry task used 
                                                 
2 These variables were assessed only to ensure the comparability of conditions regarding students’ entry 
characteristics and will not be considered any further. 
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a virtual experiment in the domain of biology, namely photosynthesis. Students could 
investigate the influence of light intensity, carbon dioxide level, temperature, and wavelength 
of light on the photosynthesis rate of an aquatic plant. The test inquiry task was to investigate 
how light intensity influences the photosynthesis rate. To analyze students’ performance in the 
test inquiry tasks, I video-recorded the computer screens of students while they experimented. 
Two independent coders were trained with data of a previous study (Krippendorff’s α inter-
rater reliability between .96 and 1) to analyze the videos using a rubric that was based on the 
features of Gobert et al. (2013). The rubric contained the following categories: 
a) Controlled experiments with hypothesis: Coders counted the pairs of subsequent trials 
in which only the values of the independent variable of the hypothesis were manipulated 
from trial to trial while all other variables were kept equal.  
b) Confounded experiments: Coders counted the number of pairs of subsequent trials in 
which the values of more than one variable had been manipulated between trials.  
2.1.3.2 Cognitive load. Cognitive load was assessed with the two items perceived 
difficulty (‘How easy or difficult was it to understand the learning content overall?’) and mental 
effort (‘How much effort did you invest in processing the learning material overall?’, adapted 
from Kühl, Scheiter, Gerjets, & Gemballa, 2011; and Schmidt-Weigand & Scheiter, 2011). 
Participants answered on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = very easy/no effort at all to 7 
= very difficult/a lot of effort. Cognitive load items were assessed in intermediate test 1 
(cognitive load 1), in intermediate test 2 (cognitive load 2) and after each test inquiry task in 
the posttest (cognitive load 3 & 4). Cognitive load ratings 3 and 4 were averaged. 
2.1.3.3 Judgments of learning. Participants were asked to make a JoL after each video 
modeling example or training inquiry task by responding on a scale from 0% to 100% to the 
following question: ‘How confident are you that you will be able to correctly answer questions 
on the topic of experimenting based on the video modeling example/the training inquiry task 
you just saw?’ JoL 1 was assessed in intermediate test 1 and JoL 2 in intermediate test 2.  
2.1.3.4 Monitoring accuracy. To examine absolute monitoring accuracy of participants 
I calculated bias scores (Baars, van Gog, et al., 2014). Monitoring accuracy for intermediate 
test 1 was calculated by subtracting performance in the second half of the scientific reasoning 
test from JoL 1. Values close to zero indicate accurate judgments of learning, whereas negative 
values indicate underconfidence, and positive values overconfidence. Monitoring accuracy for 
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intermediate test 2 was calculated by subtracting performance in the complete scientific 
reasoning test from JoL 2.  
2.1.4 Procedure 
The experiment was conducted in a computer room of the participants’ schools. Students 
within each class were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. All participants 
engaged in two sessions that were scheduled across two consecutive days. On the first day, the 
pretest, introduction, training phase 1, intermediate test 1, training phase 2, and intermediate 
test 2 took place. On the second day, participants completed the posttest. Due to scheduling 
problems, one class completed the posttest with a delay of two days instead of one. During the 
experiment, participants worked individually on computers. Each participant had a headset for 
listening to the comments of the models in the video modeling examples. At the beginning of 
the first day, I assessed demographic data, domain knowledge, and scientific reasoning 
(pretest). This phase took roughly 15 minutes. Then, students received a written introduction to 
the topic of energy and experiments including the CVS. In training phase 1, students watched 
a first modeling example or conducted a first training inquiry task, depending on condition. 
Subsequently, in intermediate test 1, students gave a JoL, rated their cognitive load, and worked 
on the second part of the scientific reasoning test. In the subsequent training phase 2, students 
watched a second video modeling example or conducted a second training inquiry task. 
Afterwards, in intermediate test 2, participants again gave a JoL and rated their cognitive load. 
The complete procedure from introduction to intermediate test 2 took on average 51 minutes. 
On the second day, all participants completed the posttest that contained the complete scientific 
reasoning test as well as the two test inquiry tasks with cognitive load measures. 
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2.2 Results 
As a check of randomization, the domain knowledge test and scientific reasoning pretest 
were compared with a 2x2 MANOVA with first format (video modeling example vs. inquiry 
task) and second format (video modeling example vs. inquiry task) as factors. Results showed 
– as expected – no significant differences between conditions, effect of first format: F(2, 102) 
= 1.06, p = .35, ηp2 = .02, effect of second format: F(2, 102) = 1.53, p = .22, ηp2 = .03, and 
interaction effect: F(2, 102) = 1.00, p = .37, ηp2 = .01. In Table 1 the pretest data as well as the 
data of the intermediate tests and the posttest is presented per condition. 
2.2.1 Intermediate test 1 
To examine the effects of the first format (video modeling example vs. inquiry task), I 
aggregated groups 1 and 2 as well as groups 3 and 4, since they had both solved the same inquiry 
task or watched the same video modeling example, respectively. Thus, in intermediate test 1, 
there were effectively only two intervention groups.3 One person with missing values was 
excluded from the analyses. For group comparisons, ANOVAs and MANOVAs with format 
(video modeling example vs. inquiry task) as the factor were conducted.  
2.2.1.1 Scientific reasoning test. To test whether watching a video modeling example 
first instead of solving an inquiry task first would lead to better scientific reasoning, an ANOVA 
was run for performance on the scientific reasoning test. There was a significant effect of format 
on scientific reasoning performance, F(1, 104) = 8.90, MSE = 424.98, p = .004, ηp2 = .08, 
corresponding to a medium effect (Cohen, 1988). Learners who watched a video modeling 
example first (M = 76.73, SD = 19.03) showed a higher performance in the scientific reasoning 
test than learners who solved an inquiry task first (M = 64.78, SD = 22.09), which corresponds 
to a worked example effect.  
2.2.1.2 Cognitive load. I hypothesized that watching a video modeling example first 
would reduce cognitive load, compared to solving and inquiry task first. To test this hypothesis 
a MANOVA was run for subjective difficulty and mental effort. There was a significant main 
effect on cognitive load, F(2, 103) = 4.27, p = .02, ηp2 = .08, corresponding to a medium effect. 
                                                 
3 I compared the results with a 2x2 ANOVA with the factors first format (video modeling example vs. inquiry 
task) and second format (video modeling example vs. inquiry task). As expected, for all dependent variables neither 
second format nor the interaction of first and second format became significant since in intermediate test 1 the 
second format was not yet present. 
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Follow-up ANOVAs showed that learners who watched a video modeling example (M = 4.60, 
SD = 1.65) reported less mental effort during the first training phase than learners who solved 
an inquiry task (M = 5.30, SD = 1.20), F(1, 104) = 8.62, MSE = 1.50, p = .004, ηp2 = .08. There 
were no significant differences in subjective difficulty between the groups (Fs < 1). 
2.2.1.1 Judgments of learning. An ANOVA revealed no significant effect on JoL 1, F(1, 104) 
= 1.53, MSE = 587.17, p = .22, ηp2 = .02.  
2.2.1.2 Monitoring accuracy. I hypothesized that watching a video modeling example 
first would lead to overconfidence, whereas solving an inquiry task first would lead to more 
accurate JoLs. To test this hypothesis, I first conducted one-sample t-tests against zero for the 
monitoring accuracy in both groups. Mean monitoring accuracy of participants who watched a 
video modeling example first (M = -12.67, SD = 29.61) was significantly different from zero, 
t(53) = -3.12, p = .003. However, in contrast to the hypothesis, participants who watched a 
video modeling example significantly underestimated rather than overestimated themselves. 
Mean monitoring accuracy of participants who solved an inquiry task (M = -6.55, SD = 32.21) 
was not significantly different from zero, t(53) = -1.48, p = .15. Thus, in line with my 
hypothesis, participants who solved an inquiry task first gave accurate JoLs. Second, an 
ANOVA was run to test whether the groups differed in their monitoring accuracy, revealing no 
significant effect, F(1, 104) = 1.04, MSE = 957.38, p = .31, ηp2 = .01. 
2.2.2 Intermediate test 2 
To examine effects of the four instructional conditions on the dependent variables in 
intermediate test 2, I performed 2x2 (M)ANOVAs with first format (video modeling examples 
vs. inquiry task) and second format (video modeling example vs. inquiry task) as factors (see 
Leppink et al., 2014). This enabled me to test (1) the effect of first format (i.e., main effect of 
first format), (2) the effect of second format (i.e. main effect of second format), and (3) any 
extra effects of one specific condition (i.e., interaction effect of first format and second format). 
Because of time constraints in schools, 22 participants did not complete intermediate test 2. 
After determining that these missing values were independent of group membership (2 (3) = 
2.77, p = .43), I excluded these participants from the analyses for intermediate test 2. 
2.2.2.1 Cognitive load. Because I expected participants who watched a video modeling 
example first to have built a problem-solving schema after the first training phase, I 
hypothesized that these participants would also report lower cognitive load in the second 
training phase than participants who solved an inquiry task first. I tested this hypothesis with a 
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2x2 MANOVA for subjective difficulty and mental effort. There was neither a significant main 
effect of first format on cognitive load, F(2, 80) = 1.77, p = .18, ηp2 = .04, nor a main effect of 
second format, nor an interaction effect (both Fs < 1). Taken together, subjective difficulty and 
mental effort in intermediate test 2 did not differ between the four groups. 
2.2.2.2 Judgments of learning. To explore whether there would be differences in JoLs 
in intermediate test 2 between the four groups, a 2x2 ANOVA was run for JoL 2. There was a 
significant main effect of first format, F(1, 81) = 7.29, MSE = 578.22, p = .01, ηp2 = .08, 
corresponding to a medium effect. Learners who watched a video modeling example first (M = 
66.49, SD = 21.26) reported higher JoLs than learners who solved an inquiry task first (M = 
52.66, SD = 26.16). There was neither a significant main effect of second format (F < 1), nor 
an interaction effect, F(1, 81) = 1.03, MSE = 578.22, p = .31, ηp2 = .01. Therefore, I can conclude 
that participants in the example-task group and in the example-example group were more 
confident about their future scientific reasoning performance after the second training phase 
than participants in the task-task group and the task-example group. 
2.2.2.3 Monitoring accuracy. I hypothesized that participants in the example-task group 
would be accurate in their JoLs, whereas the example-example group would be overconfident. 
Moreover, I explored whether there would be any effect on monitoring accuracy of participants 
in the task-task and the task-example group. For this purpose, I again first conducted one-
sample t-tests against zero for all groups. Participants in the example-task group (M = -11.99, 
SD = 19.19) were not accurate but underconfident, t(18) = -2.72, p = .01. The same was true 
for participants in the example-example group (M = -10.93, SD = 24.80, t(21) = -2.07, p = .05) 
and in the task-task group, M = -24.02, SD = 21.68, t(20) = -5.08, p < .001. Finally, for 
participants in the task-example group (M = -12.84, SD = 30.84) there was a tendency to be 
underconfident, t(22) = -2.00, p = .06. Taken together, all groups underestimated their ability 
to correctly answer questions on the topic of experimenting. 
Second, I investigated whether there were differences in monitoring accuracy of 
participants by means of a 2x2 ANOVA. There were no main effects of either first or second 
format on monitoring accuracy (F(1, 81) = 1.67, MSE = 615.67, p = .20, ηp2 = .02 and F(1, 81) 
= 1.28, MSE = 615.67, p = .26, ηp2 = .02, respectively) nor an interaction effect (F < 1).  
2.2.3 Posttest 
Two students did not complete the test inquiry tasks and thus had missing values for 
inquiry tasks and cognitive load. They were excluded from the respective analyses. 
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2.2.3.1 Scientific reasoning test. Because I expected participants who watched a video 
modeling example first to have built a problem-solving schema after the first training phase, I 
hypothesized that these participants would also have a higher scientific reasoning performance 
on the posttest than participants who solved an inquiry task first. To test this hypothesis, I 
conducted a 2x2 ANOVA with first format (video modeling example vs. inquiry task) and 
second format (video modeling example vs. inquiry task) for scientific reasoning performance 
on the posttest. There was a significant main effect of first format, F(1, 103) = 4.15, MSE = 
262.63, p = .04, ηp2 = .04, corresponding to a small effect. Analogously to intermediate test 1, 
learners who watched a video modeling example first (M = 78.50, SD = 13.52) showed a higher 
performance in the scientific reasoning posttest than learners who solved an inquiry task first 
(M = 72.12, SD = 18.28). There was neither a significant main effect of second format nor an 
interaction effect (Fs < 1). In sum, students in the example-task and in the example-example 
group performed better in the final scientific reasoning posttest than students in the task-task 
and in the task-example group. 
2.2.3.2 Test inquiry tasks. Analogously to the scientific reasoning test performance, I 
hypothesized that participants who watched a video modeling example first would perform 
better in solving the test inquiry tasks than participants who solved an inquiry task first. This 
should be reflected in a higher number of controlled and a lower number of confounded 
experiments. To test this hypothesis, I conducted a 2x2 MANOVA for the number of controlled 
and confounded experiments. There was a significant main effect of first format on performance 
in the test inquiry tasks, F(2, 100) = 6.68, p = .002, ηp2 = .12, corresponding to a medium to 
large effect. Follow-up ANOVAs showed that participants who watched a video modeling 
example first (M = 11.04, SD = 6.65) performed more controlled experiments than participants 
who solved an inquiry task first (M = 7.16, SD = 5.57), F(1, 101) = 10.78, MSE = 36.57, p 
=.001, ηp2 = .10 (medium effect). Moreover, participants who watched a video modeling 
example first also conducted fewer confounded experiments (M = 0.65, SD = 1.28) than 
participants who solved an inquiry task first (M = 1.34, SD = 1.74), F(1, 101) = 5.70, MSE = 
2.23, p = .02, ηp2 = .05 (small effect). Additionally, there was a significant main effect of second 
format F(2, 100) = 7.28, p = .001, ηp2 = .13, corresponding to a medium to large effect. Follow-
up ANOVAs showed that participants who watched a video modeling example second (M = 
10.33, SD = 5.69) performed more controlled experiments than participants who solved an 
inquiry task second (M = 7.83, SD = 6.87), F(1, 101) = 4.32, MSE = 36.57, p = .04, ηp2 = .04 
(small effect). However, participants who watched a video modeling example second also 
conducted more confounded experiments (M = 1.38, SD = 1.85) than participants who solved 
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an inquiry task second (M = 0.62, SD = 1.11), F(1, 101) = 6.93, MSE = 2.23, p = .01, ηp2 = .06 
(small effect). There was no significant interaction, F < 1.  
2.2.3.3 Cognitive load. Analogously to intermediate test 1, I hypothesized that 
participants who watched a video modeling example first instead of solving an inquiry task first 
would experience lower cognitive load in posttest. A MANOVA for subjective difficulty and 
mental effort revealed neither a main effect of first format, (F(2, 100) = 1.55, p = .22, ηp2 = .03), 
nor a main effect of second format, (F < 1), nor an interaction, F(2, 100) = 1.22, p = .30, ηp2 = 
.02. In sum, subjective difficulty and mental effort during posttest did not differ between groups. 
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2.3 Discussion 
The present study investigated whether video modeling examples in simulation-based 
inquiry learning should be provided before, after, or instead of inquiry tasks. Learners were 
either provided with a video modeling example or an inquiry task in a first training phase and 
a video modeling example or an inquiry task in a second training phase. I analyzed the effects 
on learning outcomes, cognitive load, judgments of learning (JoLs), and monitoring accuracy. 
Results indicated an advantage for providing video modeling examples before or instead of but 
not after an inquiry task. Participants who watched a video modeling example first reported less 
mental effort in the first training phase and showed better learning outcomes in the first 
intermediate test as well as in the posttest. Moreover, they were more confident about their 
future test performance after the second training phase. However, all groups underestimated 
their performance.  
2.3.1 Hypothesis 1: Worked example effect 
The results for learning outcomes and cognitive load are in line with hypothesis 1 and 
indicate a worked example effect. For learners with little prior knowledge it was beneficial to 
watch a video modeling example first. Studying this example reduced learners’ cognitive load 
and seems to have helped them to concentrate on the steps that are necessary to solve an inquiry 
task. Thus, they possibly were able to build a problem-solving schema which not only helped 
them to apply knowledge about experimental scientific practices in the scientific reasoning test 
but also to solve inquiry tasks on their own. Interestingly, this advantage manifested itself 
already after the first training phase, where students who had watched a video modeling 
example reported lower mental effort and showed higher performance than participants who 
had solved an inquiry task. Thus, one example already helped to build a cognitive schema. This 
finding is in line with research showing that learners do not always need to study multiple 
examples to acquire cognitive schemata (Scheiter, Gerjets, & Schuh, 2004).  
Regarding cognitive load, I found significant differences between groups only for 
invested mental effort but not for perceived difficulty of the learning contents. Therefore, the 
format of the simulated experiments (video modeling examples vs. inquiry tasks) did not make 
the learning content, that is, the control-of-variables strategy less or more difficult to 
understand. Rather it influenced how much mental effort the learners put into understanding it.  
However, I did not find the expected differences in cognitive load for the second training 
phase or the posttest. This seems to implicate that learners had to invest less mental effort to 
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build a cognitive schema for later problem-solving but that they still had to invest mental effort 
to further stabilize and use this problem-solving schema. However, in the second intermediate 
test there was at least a descriptive difference in mental effort between the groups with less 
invested mental effort in the example-first groups. Therefore, the lack of statistical difference 
could also be due to a lack of power.  
Nevertheless, studying an example first also helped learners in the posttest to answer 
scientific reasoning test items and to solve inquiry tasks on their own. Here again, participants 
who watched a video modeling example first showed a higher performance in the scientific 
reasoning test than participants who solved an inquiry task first. Moreover, the example-first 
groups outperformed the task-first groups in solving inquiry tasks in that they conducted more 
controlled and fewer confounded experiments.  
There were no effects of second format on cognitive load but unexpectedly on 
performance in the test inquiry tasks. Learners who watched a video modeling example second 
conducted more controlled but also more confounded experiments than participants who solved 
an inquiry task second. Importantly, this effect was independent of the first format. It seems 
that watching a video modeling example in the second phase led learners to conduct more 
experiments overall (controlled and confounded) during the posttest one day later. 
Understanding the reason for this finding will require further investigation in future studies.  
2.3.2 Hypothesis 2: Monitoring accuracy 
In contrast to other studies (Baars et al., 2016; Baars, van Gog, et al., 2014), I did not 
find that studying an example led to inaccurate monitoring and specifically overconfidence. On 
the contrary, participants who had watched a video modeling example in the first training phase 
significantly underestimated their scientific reasoning performance. This was not in line with 
hypothesis 2a. One explanation for this result could be that scientific reasoning was very 
difficult for students so that they felt overwhelmed and not very confident about their future 
test performance. However, learners perceived the learning material overall as rather easy. 
Additionally, learners who solved an inquiry task first were rather accurate in their JoLs, which 
confirms hypothesis 2b. This speaks against too difficult learning material.  
In the second intermediate test, all of the groups underestimated themselves even if the 
mean of the task-example group differed only marginally from zero. This was not in line with 
my hypotheses that the example-task group would accurately monitor itself (hypothesis 2c), 
whereas the example-example group would overestimate itself (hypothesis 2d). Therefore, the 
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question remains why all of the groups underestimated themselves. There are at least two (not 
mutually exclusive) possible explanations: (1) students underestimated themselves because of 
sophisticated epistemological beliefs regarding scientific reasoning, or (2) because of an 
underconfidence-with-practice effect (Koriat, Sheffer, & Ma’ayan, 2002). Regarding the first 
explanation, the topic of scientific reasoning is closely related to understanding the nature of 
science, that is, students’ epistemological beliefs about knowledge and knowing in science (J. 
Mayer, 2007). One important dimension of epistemological beliefs is certainty of knowledge 
and knowing in science (Conley, Pintrich, Vekiri, & Harrison, 2004). Whereas less 
sophisticated stances would reflect the belief in a right answer, beliefs that are more 
sophisticated would acknowledge that there might be more than one answer to complex 
problems. If the students held sophisticated beliefs about the nature of science, this could have 
resulted in an underestimation of their own performance simply because they thought it is hard 
to find answers to questions in science in general. Further research should assess the 
epistemological beliefs of students to test this possible post-hoc explanation.  
Regarding the second explanation, research on learning word pairs has shown that 
repeated study-test cycles lead to underconfidence in learners from the second cycle on (e.g., 
Koriat et al., 2002). One explanation for this effect is that learners might rely on a memory-for-
past-test heuristic (Finn & Metcalfe, 2007). When learners remember that they were not able to 
retrieve a given item on a past test, they are not confident that they will be able to retrieve it in 
a future test. However, they disregard the fact that there is another training phase before the 
next test which might enhance their future test performance (Finn & Metcalfe, 2007). Learners 
in this study might also have based their JoLs on this memory-for-past-retrieval heuristic. 
Participants who watched a video modeling example first had a higher scientific reasoning 
performance in the first intermediate test than participants who solved an inquiry task first. The 
experience with the first intermediate test might have influenced their JoLs in the second 
intermediate test which may have resulted in higher JoLs in the example-first groups compared 
to the task-first groups. However, all participants neglected the potential knowledge gains from 
the second training phase which resulted in underestimation of their performance in the second 
intermediate test.  
2.3.3 Conclusion 
In conclusion, video modeling examples were found to improve scientific reasoning 
skills in students when they were provided before or instead of solving inquiry tasks. This seems 
to implicate that learners with low prior knowledge need guidance especially at the beginning 
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of a new learning episode. Afterwards, solving an inquiry task or watching a second video 
modeling example seem to be equally effective and efficient to foster scientific reasoning skills. 
Since there was a relatively clear advantage of example-based learning, the second study 
focused on the design of video modeling examples. In schools, there are seldom single learning 
goals for a lesson or a teaching unit such as acquiring the CVS but rather multiple learning 
goals such as fostering the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge 
simultaneously. Consequently, the second study of this thesis investigated how to design video 
modeling examples to foster the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge 
simultaneously.  
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3 Study 2 
Study 24 investigated whether an optimized design of modeling examples could foster 
scientific reasoning and domain knowledge simultaneously in a simulation-based inquiry-
learning environment. The learning environment consisted of four virtual experiments, all 
dealing with the topic of energy in the domains of either biology or physics. Additionally, video 
modeling examples were part of the learning environment. In these examples, it was shown 
how virtual experiments should be conducted (control-of-variables strategy and hypothesis 
generation). I tested the effects of four different design versions of the video modeling 
examples. First, the examples were presented either using a deductive approach (principle 
followed by examples) or an inductive approach (examples only). In line with previous research 
(Renkl, 2015; Ross & Kilbane, 1997), I expected the inductive approach to foster the acquisition 
of scientific reasoning skills (Hypothesis 1a), whereas the deductive approach would foster 
declarative domain knowledge (Hypothesis 1b). Second, I varied the arrangement of the video 
modeling examples. Participants learned one scientific reasoning strategy either with two 
examples from different contexts (biology and physics; mixed arrangement) or with two 
examples from similar contexts (either biology or physics; blocked arrangement). In line with 
research of Quilici and Mayer (1996), I hypothesized that the mixed arrangement would foster 
the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills (Hypothesis 2a). The blocked arrangement, in 
contrast, was expected to foster domain knowledge (Hypothesis 2b). In addition, I explored 
possible interactions between the two factors to figure out whether one factor could compensate 
for the other.  
  
                                                 
4 The results of this study will be submitted as Kant, J., Scheiter, K. & Oschatz, K. Fostering Scientific Reasoning 
with Video Modeling Examples of Simulated Experiments. Instructional Science. 
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3.1 Method 
3.1.1 Participants and design 
Participants were 126 German high school students from two schools in Southern 
Germany. I had to exclude two participants due to technical problems. Student absenteeism 
further reduced the sample to 118 students (55 female). The average age of the students was 
13.38 years (SD = 0.55). Participation in the study was voluntary, and I obtained written 
informed consent from parents and children. I used a repeated measures 2 x 2 design with the 
within-subject factor time (pretest vs. posttest) and the between-subjects factors instructional 
approach (deductive vs. inductive) and arrangement of modeling examples (mixed vs. blocked). 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions: (1) deductive instructional 
approach and mixed arrangement of modeling examples (deductive-mixed, n = 27), (2) 
deductive instructional approach and blocked arrangement of modeling examples (deductive-
blocked, n = 30), (3) inductive instructional approach and mixed arrangement of modeling 
examples (inductive-mixed, n = 30), and (4) inductive instructional approach and blocked 
arrangement of modeling examples (inductive-blocked, n = 31).  
3.1.2 Learning materials 
The following section describes the scientific reasoning strategies that participants 
learned followed by a description of the virtual experiments that were used for this purpose. 
After that, the video modeling examples and the training inquiry tasks are introduced. 
3.1.2.1 Scientific reasoning strategies. Participants learned two scientific reasoning 
strategies. (1) The control of variables strategy is crucial for conducting unconfounded 
experiments that can yield conclusive results. The strategy consists of keeping all variables but 
the variable of interest constant in order to be able to unambiguously determine how the variable 
of interest influences a dependent variable (Chen & Klahr, 1999). (2) The generation of 
hypotheses is another important aspect of scientific reasoning (de Jong & van Joolingen, 1998). 
Hypotheses should describe the relationship between two variables in a way that can be falsified 
with an experiment. The variables as well as the relationship should be measurable. These two 
scientific reasoning strategies were conveyed to students using video modeling examples. 
3.1.2.2 Virtual experiments. To create the modeling examples and the training inquiry 
tasks, I used four virtual experiments (Gizmos, 2016) dealing with the topic of energy. Two 
virtual experiments stemmed from the domain of biology: Photosynthesis Lab and Plants and 
Snails, whereas the remaining two stemmed from the domain of physics: Heat Absorption and 
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Energy Conversion in a System. In the Photosynthesis Lab, students could study photosynthesis 
under a variety of conditions. On the left-hand side of the screen, students saw an aquatic plant 
within an aquarium (see Figure 3). Attached to the aquarium was a measurement device that 
assessed the amount of oxygen the plant produces as an indicator of the photosynthesis rate. 
With sliders, students could vary light intensity, carbon dioxide level, temperature and 
wavelength of light and investigate the influence of these independent variables on the 
photosynthesis rate. On the right-hand side of the screen, students could record data from their 
trials and display the results as a table, bar chart, or graph.  
 
Figure 3. Screenshot of virtual experiment Photosynthesis Lab in biology. Copyright (2016) by 
ExploreLearning. Reprinted with permission. 
The setup of the other virtual experiments was similar to the Photosynthesis Lab. In 
Plants and Snails, students could manipulate the number of aquatic plants and snails as well as 
the amount of light in test tubes and investigate the effect of these variables on the amount of 
oxygen and carbon dioxide in the test tubes. In Heat Absorption, students could shine a 
flashlight on a variety of materials and measure how quickly each material heats up as a function 
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of the light angle, light color, type of material, and material color. In Energy Conversion in a 
System, a falling cylinder was attached to a rotating propeller that stirred and heated the water 
in a beaker. The mass and height of the cylinder as well as the quantity and initial temperature 
of the water could be adjusted to determine the temperature of the water as energy is converted 
from one form to another. 
3.1.2.3 Modeling examples. The modeling examples were short videos in which two 
models performed an inquiry task. The videos included a screen capture recorded with Camtasia 
Studio 8.5 of what the models saw on the screen while they interacted with the virtual 
experiments as well as their verbal comments describing their reasoning. Two amateur actors 
(one male, one female) served as models. They were approximately of the same age as the 
participants. The models were not visible in the video, only the results of their actions. The 
models acted according to a script. In all of the modeling examples, the models were provided 
with a research question (e.g., in the Photosynthesis Lab: ‘How does the amount of carbon 
dioxide influence the oxygen production of the plant?’). The models first investigated the setup 
of the experiment and checked which variables could be varied. Afterwards, they tried to 
investigate the research question while using one of the scientific reasoning strategies, for 
instance, the control of variables strategy. Since I used coping models, the models made errors, 
recognized them and finally corrected them (van Gog & Rummel, 2010). For instance, the 
models would first vary carbon dioxide level and light intensity simultaneously. Then they 
realized that this approach yields inconclusive results. Thus, in the next trial, they varied only 
the values of the variable of interest, in this case carbon dioxide, and interpreted their results 
correctly.  
The conditions differed in terms of instructional approach as well as in the arrangement 
of the modeling examples. The instructional approach was either deductive or inductive. In the 
deductive conditions, participants received an abstract description of the scientific reasoning 
strategy up-front in a written format followed by two modeling examples. In addition, students 
were prompted to explain to themselves the connection between the abstract strategy 
description and the modeling examples (‘Please explain why the video that you just saw 
contained the experimental strategy described at the beginning’). In the inductive conditions, 
participants received no abstract description of the scientific reasoning strategy; rather, they 
were presented with only two modeling examples. Students were prompted to compare the two 
modeling examples in order to induce the strategy (‘Please compare the two videos. What are 
the similarities and differences, especially concerning the experimental strategy?’).  
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Furthermore, participants received the two modeling examples that were used to teach 
each of the two scientific reasoning strategies either in a mixed arrangement or in a blocked 
arrangement. Participants in the mixed conditions received one biology modeling example and 
one physics modeling example for each of the two scientific reasoning strategies. In other 
words, participants learned each of the two scientific reasoning strategies in the context of two 
domains (mixed arrangement). This arrangement highlighted that the strategy holds true in 
different domains. Participants in the blocked conditions received two modeling examples from 
the same domain (biology or physics) for each scientific reasoning strategy. That is, students 
learned each of the two scientific reasoning strategies in the context of one domain (blocked 
arrangement). This arrangement emphasized a relation between the strategy and the domain. 
3.1.2.4 Training inquiry tasks.  The two training tasks consisted of virtual experiments 
that were also used for the modeling examples (Photosynthesis Lab, Energy Conversion in a 
System). Participants were instructed to investigate the influence of another independent 
variable as in the modeling examples (e.g., ‘Try to find out how light intensity influences 
oxygen production of the plant.’). Moreover, they were instructed to use the scientific reasoning 
strategy they had just seen in the modeling examples. Students were instructed to write down 
their results as well as their interpretation.  
3.1.3 Measures 
Scientific reasoning skills were assessed using two measures: a multiple-choice 
achievement test and inquiry tasks. Domain knowledge was measured using a multiple-choice 
achievement test and transfer tasks. In a pretest, I assessed participants’ prior knowledge 
regarding scientific reasoning and domain knowledge with multiple-choice achievement tests. 
During the learning phase, I assessed scientific reasoning skills using inquiry tasks and 
cognitive load. In the posttest, scientific reasoning skills were assessed using the achievement 
test as well as inquiry tasks, and domain knowledge was assessed using the achievement test 
and transfer tasks. 
3.1.3.1 Pretest.  As control variables, I assessed participants’ prior knowledge regarding 
scientific reasoning as well as domain knowledge.  
Prior knowledge in scientific reasoning was assessed with a multiple-choice 
achievement test developed by Koenen (2014), assessing the ability to apply knowledge about 
experimental scientific practices. The items consisted of a short informational text about two 
students who are in a certain situation (e.g., baking muffins using batter that contained different 
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baking agents), followed by a question (e.g., ‘Regarding the muffins that resulted from the 
different batters, which conclusion about the baking agents is correct?’). Participants were 
instructed to choose the correct answer out of four answer options. I used 18 of the original 20 
items, slightly adapted them, and converted them into a digital format (Cronbach’s α = .69). 
Participants’ answers were scored with one point for each correct response. The number of 
correct responses per student was divided by the maximum number of correct responses (18) 
and multiplied by 100 to obtain the percentage of correct answers.  
Domain knowledge was assessed with eight self-developed multiple-choice items about 
the topic of energy in biology and physics (Cronbach’s α = .36). All items consisted of a 
question (e.g., ‘What is the law of energy conservation?’) with four answer options. Participants 
had to choose the correct answer and were given one point for each correct answer. The number 
of correct responses per student was divided by the maximum number of correct responses (8) 
and multiplied by 100 to obtain the percentage of correct answers.  
3.1.3.2 Learning Phase. To assess cognitive load, I adopted two items by Cierniak, 
Scheiter, and Gerjets (2009): ‘How easy or complex was the learning material overall?’ and 
‘How much effort did you invest in processing the learning material overall?’ Participants had 
to answer on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = very easy/no effort at all to 7 = very 
complex/a lot of effort.  
To be able to analyze students’ performance in the training inquiry tasks, I video-
recorded the computer screens of students while they experimented with Camtasia Studio 8.5. 
Two independent coders were trained to analyze the videos using a rubric that was based on the 
features of Gobert et al. (2013). The rubric contained the following categories: 
a) Controlled experiments with hypotheses: Coders counted the pairs of trials in which 
only the values of the variable in question (i.e., the independent variable of the 
hypothesis) were manipulated from trial to trial while all other variables were kept 
equal.  
b) Identical experiments: Furthermore, coders determined the number of pairs of trials that 
had identical experimental setups. 
c) Confounded experiments: Finally, coders counted the number of pairs of trials in which 
the values of more than one variable had been manipulated between trials.  
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The coders first scored a random selection of 20% of the data. In this sample, 
Krippendorff’s α inter-rater reliability (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007) for the three categories in 
the different inquiry tasks was between .95 and 1. The instances in the random selection where 
the coders differed were discussed and clarified prior to the actual coding of all training inquiry 
tasks by the coders. 
3.1.3.3 Posttest. Scientific reasoning in the posttest was assessed with the multiple-
choice achievement test that had already been used in the pretest as well as with two new test 
inquiry tasks. The test inquiry tasks were analogous to the training inquiry tasks but used 
different virtual experiments. In a biology experiment Growing Plants, students could 
investigate the growth of three common garden plants: tomatoes, beans, and turnips. They could 
change the amount of light each plant gets, the amount of water added each day, and the type 
of soil the seed is planted in. Participants were asked to investigate the following hypothesis: 
‘If you increase the amount of water, the height and mass of tomatoes increases.’ In a physics 
experiment Inclined Plane, students could observe objects of different shapes and materials as 
they roll or slide down an inclined plane. The slope of the plane could be adjusted, and a variety 
of materials could be used for the plane. Participants were asked to investigate the following 
hypothesis: ‘If you increase the slope of the plane, the translational energy of a ring of steel 
increases.’ The rubric for analyzing the test inquiry tasks was the same as for the training tasks. 
The test tasks were analyzed by the same coders (Krippendorff’s α inter-rater reliability was 
between .85 and 1). 
Domain knowledge in the posttest was assessed with the same multiple-choice 
achievement test already used in the pretest as well as two additional self-developed items. I 
had to exclude one item in the posttest due to technical problems, resulting in a total of nine 
items. Moreover, I used two transfer tasks adapted from KMK (2005) to assess domain 
knowledge. Students were provided with a problem description (e.g., about a sealed aquarium 
with waterweed and two great pond snails in it) and four tasks (e.g., ‘After three months, the 
snails didn’t succeed in grazing the waterweed. Instead, the waterweeds grew steadily. A 
student claims that the reason for this growth is the dung of the snails. The dung serves as 
nourishment for the plants. Please comment on this statement.’). Students’ written answers were 
scored using a rubric from the KMK (2005). Participants were given one point for each correct 
concept they mentioned in their answers. The number of correct responses per student was 
divided by the maximum number of correct responses (16) and multiplied by 100 to obtain the 
percentage of correct answers.  
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3.1.4 Procedure 
The experiment was conducted in a computer room at the participants’ schools with 
complete classes, with the students in each class randomly assigned to the experimental 
conditions. All participants engaged in four lessons scheduled across three consecutive days. 
During the experiment, participants worked individually at the computers. On the first day, 
participants had a double lesson. At the beginning of this lesson, I assessed participants’ age, 
gender, school and class. Students also indicated whether they had attended an advanced 
science course. I asked participants to report their grades in biology and physics. Then I 
assessed self-concept, interest and self-efficacy in biology and physics as well as students’ 
epistemic beliefs.5 Afterwards, participants completed the prior knowledge test. This phase took 
roughly 30 minutes. During the subsequent learning phase, students were presented with a 
written introduction to the topic of energy and the topic of experiments. Afterwards, students 
studied two video modeling examples that explained how to conduct controlled experiments 
(control of variables strategy) that varied according to condition. Each participant had a headset 
to listen to the models’ comments. The modeling examples stopped several times, at which 
point students were asked about critical aspects of the examples. After each example, students 
were instructed to rate their cognitive load. After studying the modeling examples, students 
solved a training inquiry task. During the complete learning phase, students could consult the 
experimenter only for technical assistance. On the second day, the second learning phase took 
place. It was identical to the first learning phase except for the learning content, which was 
generating hypotheses. In the final lesson on the third day, all participants completed the 
posttest that contained the achievement tests for scientific reasoning and domain knowledge as 
well as the two test inquiry tasks. 
  
                                                 
5 These variables were assessed only to ensure the comparability of conditions regarding students’ entry 
characteristics and will not be considered any further in the manuscript. 
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3.2 Results 
Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for the pretest data (scientific reasoning test, 
domain knowledge test) per condition. As a check on randomization, the mean scores on the 
pretest measures were compared with a MANOVA which – as expected – showed no significant 
differences between conditions (instructional approach: F(2, 113) = 2.11, p = .13, ηp2 = .04, 
arrangement: F < 1, and instructional approach x arrangement: F(2, 113) = 2.63, p = .08, ηp2 = 
.05). 
Table 2 
Mean and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the pretest measures. 
 
Deductive-
mixed 
(n = 27) 
Deductive-
blocked 
(n = 30) 
Inductive-
mixed 
(n = 30) 
Inductive-
blocked 
(n = 31) 
Scientific reasoning 
test (%)  
77.78 (13.25) 75.00 (17.31) 72.78 (18.01) 69.00 (15.57) 
Domain knowledge 
test (%) 
68.98 (16.40) 75.83 (16.72) 72.08 (17.27) 64.11 (19.83) 
 
3.2.1 Learning phase 
3.2.1.1 Cognitive load. To check whether the groups differed in cognitive load during 
learning, a 2x2 ANOVA with instructional approach (deductive vs. inductive) and arrangement 
of modeling examples (mixed vs. blocked) was run for each subjective rating scale (see Table 
3). For subjective difficulty, learners in the mixed conditions (M = 2.90, SE = 0.17) found the 
learning material less difficult than learners in the blocked conditions (M = 3.36, SE = 0.16), 
F(1, 114) = 4.00, MSE = 1.57, p = .048, ηp2 = .03, corresponding to a small effect (Cohen, 
1988). There was neither an effect of instructional approach nor an interaction effect between 
instructional approach and arrangement of modeling examples on subjective difficulty (both Fs 
< 1). Overall, learners rated the difficulty of the learning material rather low. For subjective 
effort, there were no differences between the groups (all Fs < 1). Overall, learners rated their 
effort as medium. 
3.2.1.2 Training inquiry tasks. Because of time constraints in the schools, 30 
participants did not reach the training inquiry tasks. After testing that these missing values were 
independent of group membership (2 (3) = 2.59, p = .46), I excluded these participants from  
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the analysis of the training inquiry tasks. Afterwards, I investigated whether the groups 
consisting of the remaining 88 participants differed in their performance in the training inquiry 
tasks. A 2x2 MANOVA with instructional approach (deductive vs. inductive) and arrangement 
of modeling examples (mixed vs. blocked) was run for the number of controlled experiments 
with hypotheses, the number of identical experiments, and the number of confounded 
experiments. There was a main effect for arrangement of modeling examples, F(3, 82) = 2.77, 
p = .047, ηp2 = .09, with a medium effect size. Follow-up ANOVAs showed that participants in 
the mixed conditions (M = 10.85, SE = 1.25) performed more controlled experiments with 
hypotheses than participants in the blocked conditions (M = 5.92, SE = 1.15), F(1, 84) = 8.47, 
MSE = 61.69, p =.01, ηp2 = .09. There were no differences in the number of identical 
experiments or the number of confounded experiments between participants in the mixed and 
the blocked conditions (both Fs < 1). There was neither a main effect for instructional approach 
nor an interaction between instructional approach and arrangement of modeling examples on 
performance in the training inquiry tasks (both Fs < 1). In sum, participants in the mixed 
conditions performed more controlled experiments during the learning phase than participants 
in the blocked conditions, reflecting higher scientific reasoning skills. 
3.2.2 Posttest 
3.2.2.1 Scientific reasoning test. To test whether students improved in the scientific 
reasoning test from pretest to posttest, a repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subjects 
factor time (pretest vs. posttest) and the between-subjects factors instructional approach 
(deductive vs. inductive) and arrangement of modeling examples (mixed vs. blocked) was run. 
There was a significant main effect of time, F(1,114) = 19.00, MSE = 86.20, p < .001, ηp2 = .14. 
This corresponds to a large effect. Despite the fact that participants already had high levels of 
prior knowledge in the pretest, participants in general gained knowledge from pretest (M = 
73.64, SE = 1.49) to posttest (M = 78.91, SE = 1.72; see Table 2 and Table 4). Moreover, there 
was a significant main effect of instructional approach F(1,114) = 4.35, MSE = 522.48, p = .04, 
ηp2 = .04, corresponding to a small effect. Aggregated over pretest and posttest, participants in 
the deductive groups (M = 79.38, SE = 2.14) performed better than participants in the inductive 
groups (M = 73.17, SE = 2.07). There was no significant effect for arrangement of modeling 
examples, F(1,114) = 1.79, MSE = 522.48, p = .18, ηp2 = .02, nor were there any interactions 
(all Fs < 1). In sum, learners in all groups improved on the scientific reasoning test from pretest 
to posttest.  
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3.2.2.2 Test inquiry tasks. I hypothesized that learners in the mixed groups as well as 
learners in the inductive groups would gain higher quality scientific reasoning skills than 
participants in the blocked and deductive groups. To test this hypothesis, a 2x2 MANOVA was 
conducted with instructional approach (deductive vs. inductive) and arrangement of modeling 
examples (mixed vs. blocked) for the number of controlled experiments with hypotheses, the 
number of identical experiments, and the number of confounded experiments. I excluded from 
the analysis ten participants who did not conduct any experiments during the test phase. There 
was a main effect for arrangement of modeling examples, F(3, 102) = 3.75, p = .01, ηp2= .10, 
corresponding to a medium effect. Follow-up ANOVAs revealed that - as in the training inquiry 
tasks - participants in the mixed conditions performed more controlled experiments with 
hypotheses (M = 5.42, SE = 0.43) than participants in the blocked conditions (M = 4.09, SE = 
0.40), F(1, 104) = 5.08, MSE = 9.41, p =.03, ηp2 = .05 (small effect). Moreover, participants in 
the mixed conditions (M = 0.90, SE = 0.20) performed fewer confounded experiments than 
participants in the blocked conditions (M = 1.59, SE = 0.18), F(1, 104) = 6.43, MSE = 1.97, p 
=.01, ηp2 = .06 (medium effect). According to the ANOVA, there were no differences in the 
number of identical experiments between participants in the mixed and the blocked conditions 
(F < 1). There was neither a significant main effect for instructional approach, F(3, 102) = 2.02, 
p = .12, ηp2 = .06, nor an interaction between instructional approach and arrangement of 
modeling examples, F(3, 102) = 1.97, p = .12, ηp2 = .06. In sum, participants in the mixed 
conditions could transfer and apply their higher scientific reasoning skills from the learning 
phase to the posttest. This is reflected in the higher number of controlled experiments and the 
lower number of confounded experiments they conducted in the test inquiry tasks. 
3.2.2.3 Domain knowledge test. To test whether students had gained domain knowledge 
from pretest to posttest, a repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factor time 
(pretest vs. posttest) and the between-subjects factors instructional approach (deductive vs. 
inductive) and arrangement of modeling examples (mixed vs. blocked) was run. There was a 
significant main effect of time, F(1,114) = 16.57, MSE = 138.24, p < .001, ηp2 = .13, 
corresponding to a medium effect. Participants in general gained domain knowledge from 
pretest (M = 70.25, SE = .16) to posttest (M = 76.49, SE = 1.55), despite the fact that domain 
knowledge in the pretest was quite high. There were no significant main effects for instructional 
approach, F(1,114) = 2.00, MSE = 455.64, p = .16, ηp2 = .02, and arrangement of modeling 
examples, F < 1. Moreover, the interaction between instructional approach and arrangement of 
modeling examples was not significant, F(1,114) = 1.76, MSE = 455.64, p = .19, ηp2 = .02, nor 
was the interaction between time and instructional approach, F < 1, or the interaction between 
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time and arrangement of modeling examples, F(1,114) = 1.21, MSE = 138.24, p = .27, ηp2 = 
.01. However, there was a significant three-way interaction between time, instructional 
approach, and arrangement of modeling examples, F(1,114) = 5.88, MSE = 138.24, p = .02, ηp2 
= .05, corresponding to a small effect. Post-hoc tests revealed that the deductive-mixed group 
and the inductive-blocked group gained domain knowledge from pretest to posttest (F(1,114) 
= 12.39, p = .001, ηp2 = .10, and F(1,114) = 8.38, p = .01, ηp2 = .06, corresponding to medium 
effects), whereas there were no significant knowledge gains for the deductive-blocked and the 
inductive-mixed groups (p = .88 and p = .13, respectively). In sum, the deductive-mixed and 
the inductive-blocked groups experienced significant gains in domain knowledge from pretest 
to posttest. 
3.2.2.4 Transfer tasks domain knowledge. Regarding students’ performance in the 
transfer tasks, a 2x2 ANOVA with instructional approach (deductive vs. inductive) and 
arrangement of modeling examples (mixed vs. blocked) yielded no significant differences 
among groups (all Fs < 1). Overall, performance on the transfer tasks was rather low compared 
to the high levels in the domain knowledge test. 
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3.3 Discussion 
The present study investigated the effects of different designs of video modeling 
examples on scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge in a simulation-based inquiry 
environment. First, I varied whether the video modeling examples were presented using a 
deductive approach (abstract description of scientific reasoning strategy followed by video 
modeling examples) or an inductive approach (only video modeling examples, from which the 
abstract scientific reasoning strategy had to be inferred). I expected that the inductive approach 
would foster the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills (Hypothesis 1a), whereas the 
deductive approach would foster declarative domain knowledge (Hypothesis 1b). Second, I 
varied the arrangement of the video modeling examples. Students were either provided with 
video modeling examples from two subjects (biology and physics) per lesson (mixed 
arrangement), or they were provided with video modeling examples from only one subject per 
lesson (blocked arrangement). I hypothesized that the mixed arrangement would foster the 
acquisition of scientific reasoning skills (Hypothesis 2a), whereas the blocked arrangement 
would foster domain knowledge (Hypothesis 2b). In addition, I explored possible interactions 
between the two factors to figure out whether one factor could compensate for the other. 
Results showed that across all groups scientific reasoning skills as measured with a 
multiple-choice achievement test improved. This was indicated by a gain in performance from 
pretest to posttest. This study found no support for Hypothesis 1a that an inductive approach 
would be particularly suited to foster scientific reasoning skills. Moreover, there was no main 
effect of the deductive approach on domain knowledge (Hypothesis 1b). However, as 
hypothesized, the mixed arrangement of video modeling examples fostered scientific reasoning 
skills, indicated by more controlled and fewer confounded experiments in inquiry tasks during 
learning and in the final test phase (Hypothesis 2a). Finally, there was no clear support for 
Hypothesis 2b that a blocked arrangement would foster domain knowledge. However, there 
was an interaction effect of instructional approach and arrangement of video modeling 
examples on domain knowledge, suggesting that the deductive-mixed and the inductive-
blocked groups gained domain knowledge from pretest to posttest.  
3.3.1 Deductive vs. inductive instructional approach 
The first design feature that was targeted in the context of this study was the instructional 
approach implemented in the video modeling examples. This design feature addressed the 
question of how to present the abstract principle (here the scientific reasoning strategy) in the 
examples. In the deductive approach, the scientific reasoning strategy was introduced first in 
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an abstract way followed by video modeling examples in which the strategy was applied. In the 
inductive approach, on the other hand, students received only the video modeling examples in 
which the strategy was embedded and had to infer the principle themselves. In line with 
previous research, I hypothesized that an inductive approach would foster the application of 
scientific reasoning skills (Hypothesis 1a), whereas a deductive instructional approach would 
foster the acquisition of domain knowledge (Hypothesis 1b). Scientific reasoning skills were 
assessed via a multiple-choice achievement test and inquiry tasks, whereas domain knowledge 
was assessed via a multiple-choice achievement test and transfer tasks. 
I did not find support for Hypothesis 1a that an inductive approach would foster 
scientific reasoning skills. Results for the multiple-choice scientific reasoning test suggested 
that all groups improved their scientific reasoning skills. In contrast to Hypothesis 1a, 
aggregated over pretest and posttest, participants in the deductive groups performed better in 
the scientific reasoning test than participants in the inductive groups. However, a multiple-
choice test might not be a valid measure of skills (see Section 4.5). Furthermore, there were no 
differences between groups in terms of the number of controlled experiments in training and 
test inquiry tasks. This result is not in line with previous research, where an inductive approach 
that included comparing examples fostered the acquisition of skills (Gentner et al., 2003).  
One explanation for the results concerning scientific reasoning skills is that it might 
have been too difficult for the 8th graders to induce the scientific reasoning strategies from the 
examples. However, students indicated only medium to low levels of subjective difficulty, that 
is, they perceived the learning material as relatively easy to understand. Another possible 
explanation is that the implementation quality of both approaches (deductive and inductive) 
was high enough to work well in both groups. This explanation is in line with an argument 
brought forward by Renkl (2015), according to which it is not crucial if one provides or lets 
learners generate the principle (i.e., deductive or inductive approach) for the acquisition of 
principle-based cognitive skills. Rather, it is important that the implementation quality of the 
chosen option is high so that, for example, the attention of learners is directed to central 
concepts through prompts. To ensure high implementation quality, I used prompts in both 
approaches that aimed to optimize students’ learning. Students assigned to the deductive 
approach had to explain the solution steps of the video modeling examples to themselves, 
whereas students assigned to the inductive approach had to compare the video modeling 
examples and find commonalities and differences. It is possible that these prompts were 
successful in fostering schema construction on how to conduct controlled experiments in both 
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groups. This explanation is further corroborated by the rather low number of confounded 
experiments that participants in the deductive approach as well as the inductive approach 
performed in the posttest (cf. Table 4). Finally, a recent meta-analysis on teaching the control-
of-variables strategy found no differences in student performance between studies that 
explicitly provided a CVS rule (deductive approach) and studies that did not provide a CVS 
rule (Schwichow et al., 2016). 
Analogously, there was no clear support for Hypothesis 1b that a deductive approach 
would foster domain knowledge. This result is not in line with previous research that showed 
that deductive approaches that present a rule followed by an example foster the acquisition of 
declarative knowledge and concepts (Seidel et al., 2013; Tomlinson & Hunt, 1971). Moreover, 
regarding the performance in the transfer tasks for domain knowledge, there were no 
performance differences between groups. However, the transfer tasks probably required more 
than the reproduction of declarative knowledge and concepts that should have been fostered by 
a deductive approach. This explanation is further corroborated by the modest performance of 
students on the domain knowledge transfer tasks.  
Finally, there were no differences between the groups who learned with the deductive 
approach and the inductive approach regarding subjective difficulty and subjective efforts of 
learners. 
Taken together, the results suggest that the instructional approach does not seem to be 
crucial for the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge if the approach 
is well implemented. Although the deductive approach had an advantage regarding performance 
in the scientific reasoning achievement test, this result should be interpreted with caution since 
the scientific reasoning achievement test might not be a valid measure of scientific reasoning 
skills (see Section 4.5). Moreover, both approaches in the present study worked equally well in 
fostering scientific reasoning skills as measured by performance in inquiry tasks. Finally, there 
was no clear evidence of an advantage of the deductive approach with regard to domain 
knowledge. 
3.3.2 Mixed vs. blocked arrangement 
The second design feature addressed the question of how to arrange multiple examples. 
In a blocked arrangement, one scientific reasoning strategy was taught with examples using the 
same subject (biology or physics). In a mixed arrangement, in contrast, one scientific reasoning 
strategy was taught with examples from different subjects (biology and physics). In line with 
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research by Quilici and Mayer (1996), I hypothesized that a mixed arrangement would foster 
scientific reasoning skills (Hypothesis 2a), whereas a blocked arrangement would foster domain 
knowledge (Hypothesis 2b).  
Results regarding the scientific reasoning achievement test suggested that there were no 
differences between groups. However, the question arises as to whether the multiple-choice 
scientific reasoning achievement test was a valid measure of inquiry skills, since performance 
results in the inquiry tasks differed. Namely, for the training and test inquiry tasks, I found that 
participants in the mixed groups who learned one scientific reasoning strategy with video 
modeling examples from two subjects (biology and physics) acquired higher quality scientific 
reasoning skills than participants in the blocked conditions. In particular, participants in the 
mixed conditions were already performing more controlled experiments in the test inquiry tasks 
during the learning phase. Moreover, they also performed more controlled and fewer 
confounded experiments in the test inquiry tasks in the posttest. This result confirms Hypothesis 
2a and is in line with the research of Quilici and Mayer (1996). Observing one scientific 
reasoning strategy applied in different contexts – here biology and physics – highlights that the 
strategy is valid in different contexts. A schema for one scientific reasoning strategy that is 
encoded with examples from different contexts seems to facilitate the application of this 
strategy to new contexts. Speaking more generally, the mixed arrangement seems to better 
foster the transfer of high-quality scientific reasoning skills. In addition, students who learned 
with a mixed arrangement rated the learning material as less difficult during learning than 
students who learned with a blocked arrangement. However, there were no differences between 
the groups in subjective effort. 
The results of this study gave no clear support for Hypothesis 2b that a blocked 
arrangement would foster the acquisition of domain knowledge. There was no main effect of 
the blocked arrangement on domain knowledge. Moreover, regarding the results of the transfer 
tasks for domain knowledge, there were no differences between groups. This is not in line with 
previous research which showed that a blocked arrangement, where one principle is always 
associated with the same context or surface story, focuses the attention of learners on the context 
(Quilici & Mayer, 1996). However, in the studies of Quilici and Mayer (1996), the context was 
irrelevant for learning. Consequently, they did not test whether learners acquired knowledge 
about the context. The present study, in contrast, targeted declarative domain knowledge in a 
relevant context. This might explain the difference in findings.  
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Taken together, the results suggest that the arrangement of video modeling examples 
influences the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills, at least when measured using inquiry 
tasks. Students who learned with a mixed arrangement demonstrated meaningful 
experimentation behavior, reflected in the higher number of controlled experiments and the 
lower number of confounded experiments in posttest. Additionally, the higher number of 
controlled experiments in the learning phase reflected that they had already understood the 
scientific reasoning strategies during the learning process. Finally, the study showed no clear 
advantage of a blocked arrangement on domain knowledge.  
3.3.3 Interaction of instructional approach and arrangement 
In contrast to the expected main effects of example arrangement and instructional 
approach on domain knowledge, there was an interaction between the two factors. A blocked 
arrangement combined with an inductive instructional approach, as well as a mixed 
arrangement combined with a deductive instructional approach, fostered the acquisition of 
domain knowledge from pretest to posttest. One explanation for this interaction relates to the 
complexity of the factors manipulated in the present experiment. For the instructional approach 
as well as for the arrangement of video modeling examples, one factor level might have been 
more complex or more cognitively demanding than the other. The inductive approach, for 
example, might have been more complex than the deductive approach since students had to 
infer the scientific reasoning strategy from the examples. Moreover, the mixed arrangement 
might have been more cognitively demanding than the blocked arrangement since students had 
to deal with two subjects instead of one. The combination of one more complex and one less 
complex factor level, that is the deductive-mixed and the inductive-blocked groups, might 
therefore have resulted in an optimal demand level or germane load for students. However, 
there were no differences in subjective effort between the groups. Currently, there is no 
explanation for this interaction effect and further replication of the result pattern is needed. 
Finally, there were no compensatory interaction effects for the factors regarding scientific 
reasoning and domain knowledge. 
3.3.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the video modeling examples were found to enhance students’ scientific 
reasoning skills measured with an achievement test and inquiry tasks, as in the study by Mulder 
et al. (2014). In contrast to Mulder et al. (2014), the video modeling examples of the present 
study also helped students gain new domain knowledge. Taken together, the results suggest that 
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it is important to carefully design video modeling examples, since the design might influence 
what students learn. 
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4 General discussion 
To become responsible citizens in our knowledge-based societies, individuals need 
skills to understand scientific knowledge. Scientific reasoning skills include the ability to 
understand the scientific process in different disciplines, and to produce and interpret scientific 
results (Fischer et al., 2014). Thus, scientific reasoning is not only important for scientists but 
for everyone in everyday life. Consequently, fostering the acquisition of scientific reasoning 
skills is considered a main goal of science education (National Research Council, 2012; OECD, 
2007). 
In general, there are two promising approaches to foster the acquisition of scientific 
reasoning at schools: inquiry learning, which argues for learning by doing (Hmelo-Silver et al., 
2007; Kuhn & Dean, 2005), and example-based learning, which argues for learning by being 
told (Renkl, 2014; van Gog & Rummel, 2010). Whereas in inquiry learning learners think and 
act like scientists, for instance, by conducting experiments in the natural sciences, in example-
based learning learners study examples showing them how to think and act like scientists. There 
has been a long debate about the effectiveness of the two teaching philosophies (Hmelo-Silver 
et al., 2007; Kirschner et al., 2006; Klahr & Nigam, 2005; Kuhn & Dean, 2005; R. E. Mayer, 
2004). As both approaches are associated with benefits and drawbacks, the present thesis 
investigated how to foster students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning skills at schools with 
inquiry and example-based learning.  
In the following, the main results of the two studies of the present thesis are summarized. 
Then, I discuss the results with regard to the theoretical background and present theoretical 
implications. Subsequently, practical implications are derived. Next, strengths of the present 
thesis are discussed, followed by limitations and future directions. Finally, I close the general 
discussion with a concluding statement. 
4.1 Summary of main results 
 The first study addressed the delivery of examples, or more specifically, whether 
and how video modeling examples and inquiry tasks should be combined to foster scientific 
reasoning skills. Based on prior research it was not clear whether there were advantages of 
combining examples and inquiry activities over learning from examples only. In addition, 
combining the two approaches raised the question of how to sequence examples and inquiry 
activities. On the one hand, research showed that presenting examples before problems reduced 
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learners’ cognitive load and helped them to create a problem-solving schema (Leppink et al., 
2014; Renkl, 2014; van Gog et al., 2011). On the other hand, research showed that solving a 
problem first made learners aware of knowledge gaps and motivated them to study a subsequent 
example more closely (Arena & Schwartz, 2014; Loibl & Rummel, 2014). In line with previous 
research on worked examples (Leppink et al., 2014; Renkl, 2014; van Gog et al., 2011), results 
indicated an advantage for providing video modeling examples before or instead of but not after 
an inquiry task. Participants who watched a video modeling example first reported less mental 
effort in the first training phase and showed better learning outcomes in the first intermediate 
test as well as in the posttest. Moreover, they were more confident about their future test 
performance after the second training phase. In contrast to previous research (Baars et al., 2016; 
Baars, van Gog, et al., 2014), I did not find the result that learners overestimated their 
performance after studying examples. In my study, all students underestimated their 
performance. 
The second study addressed the design of examples. I examined how the design of video 
modeling examples could be optimized to foster scientific reasoning skills and domain 
knowledge simultaneously. I varied two design aspects: the instructional approach and the 
arrangement of examples with regard to their structural and context features. The instructional 
approach of an example refers to how the abstract principle of an example is introduced. In a 
deductive instructional approach, the principle was presented up front, followed by several 
examples in which the principle was applied. In an inductive instructional approach, in contrast, 
the abstract principle was not explicitly presented but embedded in the examples and had to be 
inferred by the learners. Prior research has shown that a deductive instructional approach is 
especially suited to foster domain knowledge (Seidel et al., 2013; Tomlinson & Hunt, 1971), 
whereas an inductive instructional approach is especially suited to foster the acquisition of skills 
(Gentner et al., 2003; Seidel et al., 2013). The second design feature, the arrangement of 
examples, refers to the question of how to arrange multiple examples with regard to their 
structural and context features. In the present thesis, the structural features were scientific 
reasoning strategies and the context features were different subjects (biology and physics). The 
same scientific reasoning strategy was explained in either a mixed arrangement using examples 
from different subjects (biology and physics,) or in a blocked arrangement using examples from 
the same subject (only biology or only physics). Prior research has shown that the blocked 
arrangement fostered knowledge about the context (domain knowledge), whereas the mixed 
arrangement fostered the application of the principle (scientific reasoning skills; Quilici & 
Mayer, 1996). In line with the first study, results showed that video modeling examples 
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improved scientific reasoning skills from pretest to posttest as measured with a multiple-choice 
achievement test. In contrast to prior research (Gentner et al., 2003; Seidel et al., 2013; 
Tomlinson & Hunt, 1971), there were no differential effects of the instructional approach on 
scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge. However, in line with Quilici and Mayer 
(1996), the mixed arrangement of video modeling examples fostered scientific reasoning skills, 
indicated by more elaborate experimenting behavior during learning and in the posttest. Finally, 
in contrast to my hypothesis, no effect of the blocked arrangement on domain knowledge 
emerged. However, there was an interaction effect of instructional approach and arrangement 
of video modeling examples on domain knowledge, suggesting that the deductive-mixed and 
the inductive-blocked groups gained domain knowledge from pretest to posttest. 
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4.2 Theoretical implications 
In the following, the results of the two studies are discussed with regard to the theoretical 
background. After targeting the effectiveness of video modeling examples and their potential 
drawbacks of inducing illusions of understanding, I explicate possible theoretical implications 
with regard to the delivery and the design of video modeling examples.   
4.2.1 Why are video modeling examples effective in fostering the acquisition of 
scientific reasoning skills? 
Both studies found a positive effect of studying video modeling examples on the 
acquisition of scientific reasoning skills. In the first study, studying a video modeling example 
first led to better learning outcomes than solving an inquiry task first. In addition, these better 
learning outcomes by the example-first groups were achieved with less mental effort. In the 
second study, performance in the scientific reasoning test improved from pretest to posttest 
across all groups.  
Similar to results from previous research, these results indicate a worked example effect 
(Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller & Cooper, 1985). That is, studying examples was more 
beneficial for learning than solving inquiry tasks. This effect can be explained with the different 
cognitive processes that are evoked by studying examples or solving problems (Sweller et al., 
1998). In problem solving, novice learners often must process a large amount of information 
simultaneously. This induces a high working memory load, which is not effective for learning 
(Sweller, 1988). Studying examples, on the other hand, reduces cognitive load in learners and 
helps them to focus their attention on relevant solution steps to build a cognitive problem 
solving schema (Sweller et al., 1998).  
The present thesis extends classic example-based learning research in two ways. First, I 
used examples to teach scientific reasoning, a cognitive skill that is not highly structured. 
Traditionally, worked examples have been used to foster performance in highly structured 
cognitive tasks such as algebra (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller & Cooper, 1985), statistics 
(Quilici & Mayer, 1996), geometry (Paas & van Merriënboer, 1994; Schwonke et al., 2009), or 
physics (Kalyuga et al., 2001; Reisslein et al., 2006). Such highly structured tasks usually can 
be solved using a straightforward algorithmic solution procedure (Hilbert et al., 2008). 
Scientific reasoning, however, is not a straightforward algorithmic procedure. It requires taking 
steps backward and repeating certain actions. Thus, scientific reasoning is an iterative and 
cyclical process that partly depends on preceding steps (Mulder et al., 2014). Consequently, it 
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was not clear whether example-based learning would be suited to foster such a less structured 
skill. Based on these considerations, it is interesting that I found a worked example effect for 
fostering the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills. Nevertheless, this result is in line with 
more recent research on example-based learning. This research showed that worked examples 
can also be effective for less structured cognitive skills such as learning how to apply an 
instructional systems design methodology (Hoogveld, Paas, & Jochems, 2005), learning 
argumentation skills (Schworm & Renkl, 2007), or learning to reason about legal cases 
(Nievelstein, van Gog, van Dijck, & Boshuizen, 2013).  
Second, this thesis extends classic example-based learning research in that I used video 
modeling examples instead of text-based worked examples. Text-based worked examples have 
been used to teach performance in highly structured cognitive skills with a straightforward 
algorithmic solution procedure (e.g., Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1994; 
Quilici & Mayer, 1996; Sweller & Cooper, 1985). As scientific reasoning is a less structured 
skill, text-based worked examples with a straightforward solution procedure did not seem to be 
suitable. Therefore, I decided to use video modeling examples. In video modeling examples, 
the model can explain his or her thoughts and heuristics while solving a problem. Accordingly, 
this approach might be better suited to capture the rationale behind scientific reasoning. 
However, it was not yet clear, whether video modeling examples would have similar effects to 
text-based worked examples. The results of the present thesis suggest that they do. Watching a 
video modeling example reduced cognitive load in learners and enhanced their learning 
outcomes. This effect has robustly been found in research on text-based worked examples (for 
a review see Renkl, 2014). Thus, as suggested by a review of van Gog and Rummel (2010), the 
underlying mechanisms might be similar for both approaches of example-based learning. This 
is also in line with a study comparing text-based worked examples with video modeling 
examples, in which the authors found no differences between the different example formats 
regarding learning, near transfer, effort reduction, self-efficacy, and perceived competence 
(Hoogerheide, Loyens, & van Gog, 2014). 
In line with previous research, I can conclude that studying examples, whether text-
based worked examples or video modeling examples, is an effective way of enhancing cognitive 
skill acquisition for highly structured but also for less structured tasks such as scientific 
reasoning (Renkl, 2014, 2015; van Gog & Rummel, 2010). 
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4.2.2 Why are video modeling examples not associated with the drawback of inducing 
illusions of understanding? 
This thesis brings together the notion of monitoring with more complex learning, 
namely learning to solve problems. Judgments of learning or monitoring accuracy, in general, 
are important aspects of self-regulated learning, which becomes more and more important in 
our knowledge-based societies. Learners must be able to accurately judge what they have 
learned in order to control their learning process (Dunlosky & Rawson, 2012). Overconfidence, 
for instance, might have detrimental effects on learning as learners might terminate studying 
before they have learned everything (Dunlosky & Rawson, 2012). However, judgments of 
learning have predominantly been investigated using word pairs or expository texts as learning 
materials (e.g., Dunlosky & Rawson, 2012; Eitel, 2016; Thiede & Anderson, 2003; Thiede et 
al., 2003; van Loon et al., 2014). Only a few recent studies investigated judgments of learning 
when learning to solve problems (Baars et al., 2016; Baars, Visser, van Gog, de Bruin, & Paas, 
2013; Baars, van Gog, et al., 2014; Baars, Vink, van Gog, de Bruin, & Paas, 2014). These 
studies already suggest that results from studies using word pairs or expository text cannot 
necessarily be transferred to learning to solve problems. Delaying judgments of learning, for 
instance, enhances monitoring accuracy in learning word pairs, but appears to have hardly any 
effect on the accuracy of judgments of learning in problem solving (Baars et al., 2016; Baars, 
van Gog, et al., 2014).  
Baars and colleagues also found that studying examples in learning to solve problems 
induced overconfidence or illusions of understanding in learners (Baars et al., 2016; Baars, van 
Gog, et al., 2014). That is, learners think they understood everything when they actually did 
not. Illusions of understanding might be even more likely to occur when using video modeling 
examples. Dynamic visualizations like videos are commonly associated with entertainment. 
Therefore, students may underestimate the effort necessary to understand what is being 
conveyed through a dynamic visualization (underwhelming effect; Lowe, 2004). Consequently, 
I expected that video modeling examples would result in overconfident judgments of learning. 
However, video modeling examples did not induce overconfident but underconfident 
judgments.  
There might be different explanations for this unexpected result. First, underconfidence 
might be a result of scientific reasoning as the learning content. Scientific reasoning is closely 
related to epistemological beliefs about knowledge and knowing in science (J. Mayer, 2007). 
One dimension of epistemological beliefs is the certainty of knowledge. Sophisticated 
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epistemological beliefs with regard to the certainty of knowledge reflect the belief that there 
might be more than one answer to complex problems and that scientists often disagree about 
what is true in science (Conley et al., 2004). If students in my study held sophisticated beliefs 
and thought that it is hard to answer questions about scientific experiments in general, this could 
have resulted in underestimation of their own performance. 
Second, the underconfidence could be a result of an underconfidence-with-practice 
effect (Koriat et al., 2002) with learners relying on a memory-for-past-test heuristic (Finn & 
Metcalfe, 2007). This effect occurs when there are repeated study-test cycles as in the first study 
of the present thesis. When giving their judgment of learning after the second training phase, 
learners might have based their judgment on their test performance after the first training phase. 
When learners remembered that they were not able to answer a given item on this test, they 
might have judged it unlikely to answer it in a future test. However, they disregarded the fact 
that there was a second training phase, which probably enhanced their future test performance. 
Finally, the underconfidence could be attributed to the fact that we used video modeling 
examples rather than text-based worked examples. I expected that video modeling examples 
might be even more likely to induce overconfidence or illusions of understanding in learners as 
videos might have been associated with leisure time rather than with learning (Lowe, 2004). 
However, results suggest that video modeling examples did not induce illusions of 
understanding in learners. In contrast, studying video modeling examples resulted in 
underestimation of future test performance. Thus, I was able to prevent a possible 
underwhelming effect caused by using a dynamic visualization. The models that were utilized 
might offer a suitable explanation for this circumstance. First, I used authentic models of the 
same age as students. Second, I used coping models that made errors that they then corrected 
(van Gog & Rummel, 2010). The use of authentic models might have helped students to identify 
with the models (Schunk, 1987). Observing these authentic models encountering difficulties in 
solving an inquiry task might have prevented students from being overconfident. This might 
explain the different results compared to the studies by Baars et al. (2016) and Baars, van Gog, 
et al. (2014) using text-based worked examples. Thus, video modeling examples in the present 
thesis were not associated with the drawback of inducing illusions of understanding. Future 
studies should investigate if this holds also true for video modeling examples conveying 
different learning content.  
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4.2.3 How should video modeling examples be delivered to optimize their 
effectiveness? 
One research question of the present thesis was if and how video modeling examples 
should be combined with inquiry tasks. It was not clear, whether there were advantages of 
combining examples and problems over studying examples only. Sweller and Cooper (1985), 
for instance, proposed that coupling examples with problems might be more motivating than 
studying examples only. Combining video modeling examples and inquiry tasks furthermore 
raised the question of whether the sequence of examples and problems had an effect on learning 
outcomes. Example-problem pairs might be advantageous because studying an example first 
could reduce cognitive load in learners and help them to build a problem-solving schema, which 
could then be applied during solving the subsequent practice problem (van Gog et al., 2011). 
However, problem-example pairs might also be advantageous because solving a problem first 
might enable learners to become aware of what they already have or have not learned and thus 
focus their attention on the respective knowledge gaps in the subsequent example (Arena & 
Schwartz, 2014; Loibl & Rummel, 2014). 
Results showed that learners who studied a video modeling example followed by an 
inquiry task did not differ from learners who studied two video modeling examples, regarding 
cognitive load and learning outcomes. This result was in line with previous research using text-
based worked examples (Leppink et al., 2014; van Gog et al., 2011). Consequently, results 
indicate that there are no advantages of combining video modeling examples and inquiry tasks 
over studying video modeling examples only. However, due to the limited number of examples 
and problems used in the first study, this conclusion should be interpreted with caution. In 
longer training phases with a higher number of examples and tasks there might be motivational 
advantages of the example-task group compared to the example-example group. Previous 
studies have argued that alternating examples and tasks might be more motivating than only 
studying examples (Sweller & Cooper, 1985). Trafton and Reiser (1993), for instance, have 
found advantages of example-task pairs over a condition in which learners first studied a 
sequence of examples followed by a sequence of problems. However, Trafton and Reiser (1993) 
used short text-based worked examples. The modeling examples in the present thesis were more 
comprehensive and video-based. It is possible that the video modeling examples were thus more 
motivating than short text-based examples. Consequently, whether findings by Trafton and 
Reiser (1993) also hold true for video modeling examples should be subject to future studies.  
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Nevertheless, if examples and problems are combined, the sequence of examples and 
problems has to be taken into account. In line with previous research (Leppink et al., 2014; van 
Gog et al., 2011), I found that examples should be presented first followed by problems. This 
sequence led to lower cognitive load and better learning outcomes than problems followed by 
examples. Thus, it seems to be crucial to present a video modeling example first. Afterwards, 
solving an inquiry task or watching a second video modeling example seem to be equally 
effective and efficient to foster scientific reasoning skills. 
4.2.4 How should video modeling examples be designed to optimize their effectiveness? 
Apart from the delivery of examples, another important aspect influencing the 
effectiveness of example-based learning is the design of examples (Atkinson et al., 2000; van 
Gog & Rummel, 2010). The design aspects addressed in the present thesis were the instructional 
approach and the arrangement of examples. Each aspect had two facets that were expected to 
foster either domain knowledge or scientific reasoning skills.  
I did not find the expected differential effects of the instructional approach on scientific 
reasoning skills and domain knowledge. This result might be explained by the high 
implementation quality of both approaches (Renkl, 2015). Learners in both approaches received 
prompts that seemed to have helped them to concentrate on central concepts. This result is also 
in line with a recent meta-analysis on teaching the control-of-variables strategy (Schwichow et 
al., 2016). The authors did not find differences in student performance between studies that 
explicitly provided a CVS rule (deductive approach) and studies that did not provide a CVS 
rule (Schwichow et al., 2016). Hence, the instructional approach does not seem to be crucial for 
the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge if the approach is well 
implemented. 
 As expected, there was an advantage of the mixed arrangement on the acquisition of 
scientific reasoning skills. That is, learners who learned one scientific reasoning strategy with 
examples from different subjects were better able to conduct controlled experiments in test 
inquiry tasks. This was in line with previous research that showed that a mixed arrangement 
focused the attention of learners on the underlying structural features of an example, which is a 
necessary prerequisite for skill acquisition (Quilici & Mayer, 1996). There was no effect of the 
blocked arrangement on domain knowledge, a result that stood in contrast to findings by Quilici 
and Mayer (1996), who showed that  a blocked arrangement focused learners’ attention on the 
context. However, the context in the study of Quilici and Mayer (1996) was irrelevant for 
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learning, whereas in my study it was relevant for learning. It is possible that learners focused 
their attention on the context but at the same time, they did not process it deeply. Nevertheless, 
there was an interaction effect between the instructional approach and the arrangement on 
domain knowledge. Learners in the deductive-mixed and the inductive-blocked group acquired 
domain knowledge from pretest to posttest. Currently, there is no explanation for this 
interaction effect and further replication of the result pattern is needed. 
In conclusion, the design of video modeling examples does influence the acquisition of 
scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge. If the aim is to foster both skills and 
knowledge; a deductive instructional approach together with a mixed arrangement is to be 
preferred.  
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4.3 Practical implications 
From a practical perspective, video modeling examples seem to be well suited to foster 
the complex and cyclical skills involved in scientific reasoning. Thus, the use of video modeling 
examples can be recommended to educators, at least when their learners have low prior 
knowledge. Video modeling examples might be especially helpful in the beginning of learning. 
It is not yet completely clear, whether there are benefits of combining video modeling examples 
with inquiry problems. However, there do not seem to be disadvantages either, at least when 
examples are presented first followed by problems.  
In addition, if the aim of educators is to teach scientific reasoning skills and domain 
knowledge simultaneously, which might often be the case in educational practice, the examples 
should be carefully designed. Introducing the scientific reasoning principle in an abstract way, 
followed by several examples from different contexts or subjects (deductive approach and 
mixed arrangement), might be best suited for fostering scientific reasoning skills and domain 
knowledge simultaneously. Thus, when educators create their own video modeling examples it 
might be beneficial if educators from several disciplines work together.  
Educators can use video modeling examples to augment their in-class teaching or as 
materials for learners to study on their own at home or during self-regulated learning sessions 
in school. However, the production of good video modeling examples requires some planning 
and time. Educators have to think about the best way of explaining a scientific reasoning 
strategy, look for appropriate simulated experiments, take a screen capture of an experiment 
and edit the resulting video according to guidelines for the design of instructional videos (e.g., 
van der Meij & van der Meij, 2013). This might be too effortful for a single use of video 
modeling examples. However, once a good video modeling example has been produced it can 
easily be reused and shared with others. Additionally, video modeling examples can be 
integrated in learning software or e-books to be used by a larger audience than the class of a 
single teacher. Thus, the production of video modeling examples could also be interesting for 
commercial providers such as schoolbook publishers.  
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4.4 Strengths of the present thesis 
The present thesis is associated with multiple strengths with regard to the quality of the 
studies and to theoretical aspects. 
One important strength of this thesis is the operationalization of scientific reasoning 
skills. Scientific reasoning skills were assessed with two different measures. First, I used an 
established achievement test to assess scientific reasoning skills. This test was designed to 
measure the ability to apply knowledge about experimental scientific practices (Koenen, 2014). 
An achievement test is an efficient way of assessing scientific reasoning skills, but it might not 
be a valid instrument for measuring skills. An achievement test does not capture behavior 
directly but rather knowledge about behavior or skills. Thus, an achievement test does not 
require real actions from students. Therefore it is likely that such a test assesses so-called inert 
knowledge, that is, knowledge that can be reproduced in assessment situations but that would 
not be spontaneously applied to real life problem-solving situations (Renkl et al., 1996). To 
complement the achievement test with a behavioral measure, I also used inquiry tasks as a 
second measure for scientific reasoning skills. For this purpose, I video-recorded learners’ 
experimentation behavior while they were solving virtual inquiry tasks and analyzed their 
behavior with regard to important scientific reasoning skills. This assessment is very close to 
actual scientific reasoning and thus less likely to only capture rote understanding of science 
(DeBoer et al., 2008; Gobert et al., 2013; Quellmalz et al., 2013). 
Another strength of the present thesis is the learning material that was utilized. The 
virtual experiments were carefully chosen within the context of the crosscutting concept of 
energy; moreover, the domain-specific contents were developed with the help of experts in 
subject matter didactics. The topic of energy is part of the course curriculum for students in 
Grades 7 and 8. Thus, the learning material was relevant to the students. This is in contrast to 
earlier studies that investigated scientific reasoning using knowledge-lean tasks to avoid the 
influence of prior knowledge (e.g., Kuhn & Phelps, 1982; Siegler & Liebert, 1975). The latter 
approach might be critiqued as yielding an artificial learning situation, as in real-life settings 
learners will usually have some prior knowledge. Thus, to be able to draw any conclusions 
relevant for educational practice it appears to be more appropriate to use realistic learning 
materials. In addition, I used the same material in both studies. Therefore, it is easier to integrate 
the results of both studies.  
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Another strength of the present thesis is that both studies were conducted in real school 
settings. In contrast to controlled lab studies, there are many confounding variables in real 
school settings. For instance, there might be more noise and distraction by seatmates so that it 
is harder for students to concentrate on the learning material. Thus, field studies have a higher 
ecological validity. That is, results found in a field study can be more easily generalized to real-
life settings. In addition, classroom studies are more likely to influence the praxis of teaching 
and thus have a larger impact relative to laboratory studies (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004).  
In addition, the present thesis corroborates and extends previous research on inquiry 
learning vs. direct instruction as well as on example-based learning. First, the results 
demonstrate that examples as one form of direct instruction were more effective than inquiry 
learning for fostering scientific reasoning skills. This result is line with the meta-analysis of 
Alfieri et al. (2011) indicating that inquiry learning with no or minimal guidance was less 
beneficial for learning than direct instruction. Moreover, it is also in line with the result that the 
effectiveness of worked examples was not different from guided inquiry learning (Alfieri et al., 
2011). In general, the results of the present thesis speak for the information-processing approach 
advocating for direct instruction or learning by being told (Kirschner et al., 2006; Klahr & 
Nigam, 2005). Second, the present thesis extends classic example-based learning research (e.g., 
Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller, 1988; Sweller 
& Cooper, 1985) to the more recent trend of using video modeling examples (Hoogerheide et 
al., 2014; Hoogerheide, Loyens, & van Gog, 2016; Hoogerheide, van Wermeskerken, Loyens, 
& van Gog, 2016). Results from traditional worked example research can partially be 
transferred to video modeling examples. There seems to be a worked example effect for video 
modeling examples as shown by reduced cognitive load and better learning outcomes through 
studying examples. However, contrary to worked examples (Baars et al., 2016; Baars, van Gog, 
et al., 2014), video modeling examples in the present thesis did not induce illusions of 
understanding. As described above in Section 4.2.2, the use of authentic coping models might 
have raised learners’ awareness for the complex process of scientific reasoning, which might 
have prevented illusions of understanding. Future research should investigate if this advantage 
of video modeling examples can be replicated with different learning materials.  
Finally, this thesis showed that students’ scientific reasoning skills could be fostered 
with a relatively short training program that targeted central aspects of scientific reasoning 
(control-of-variables strategy and hypothesis generation). This is remarkable, considering that 
some inquiry-based trainings covered several months (Dean & Kuhn, 2007). In schools, 
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however, teaching scientific reasoning skills is only one learning goal among others. Thus, 
spending several months for reaching one learning goal is inefficient. In contrast to that, the 
training program of the present thesis enhanced the development of scientific reasoning skills 
within two to three lessons. Similarly, a recent meta-analysis found that the duration of a study 
did not affect the effectiveness of guided inquiry on scientific reasoning skills (Lazonder & 
Harmsen, 2016). In addition, the results of the present thesis are in line with another recent 
meta-analysis showing that teaching the control-of-variables strategy is possible and can be 
effective (Schwichow et al., 2016).  
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4.5 Limitations and future directions 
Despite the strength of the present thesis, there are also some limitations and open 
questions that need to be considered. First, the operationalization of scientific reasoning in the 
present thesis is a strength and a limitation at the same time. With the inquiry tasks, I measured 
two specific strategies (control-of-variables strategy, generation of hypotheses) that can be 
considered to be domain-general (C. Zimmerman, 2007). Scientific reasoning skills in general 
also include other aspects such as the evaluation of results (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988) or in some 
definitions the communication of results (Fischer et al., 2014; Kuhn, 2010). In addition, there 
might also be domain-specific aspects of scientific reasoning skills. For instance, disciplines 
may vary in what is regarded as acceptable evidence (Fischer et al., 2014). Thus, the 
operationalization of scientific reasoning skills used in the studies of the present thesis only 
captured certain aspects of scientific reasoning skills. Future studies should also include other 
scientific reasoning strategies or even the complete inquiry cycle as well as more domain-
specific aspects to investigate whether the results of the present thesis can be generalized.   
Another possible limitation of the present thesis pertains to learner prerequisites. As 
described in the theoretical background (Section 1.2.2.2), learner prerequisites are an important 
factor influencing the effectiveness of example-based learning (van Gog & Rummel, 2010). 
The most important learner characteristic is learners’ prior knowledge. Example-based learning 
seems to be especially beneficial for novices in a domain because studying examples seems to 
help them to construct cognitive problem-solving schemata for future problem-solving 
situations (Renkl, 2014). Previous research has shown that with increasing domain knowledge 
there is an expertise-reversal-effect (Kalyuga et al., 2001). That is, with increasing expertise the 
advantage of studying examples first might decrease or even vanish. For learners with high 
prior knowledge it might even be beneficial to solve inquiry tasks only (Kalyuga, 2007; 
Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003). In the present thesis, students with low prior 
domain knowledge regarding the topic of energy in biology and physics learned with the 
training program. It is possible that the selection of learners with low prior knowledge affected 
at least the results of the first study. Specifically, in the first study studying examples initially 
led to lower cognitive load and better learning outcomes than solving an inquiry task first. Thus, 
future research should also include learners that are more experienced and investigate potential 
moderating effects of prior knowledge. However, even if there was a moderating effect of prior 
knowledge, the use of virtual experiments and video modeling examples offers the possibility 
for adaptive training programs. Thus, in a training program covering, for instance, a complete 
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teaching unit rather than single lessons the program could be adapted to learners’ prior 
knowledge. When learners have low prior knowledge, they could provided with video modeling 
examples that show how to solve inquiry problems. With increasing expertise, learners might 
be confronted with completion problems with increasingly more steps for the learners to 
complete. Finally, the examples could be completely replaced by practice problems. This fading 
strategy has been proven effective in other contexts (Atkinson, Renkl, & Merrill, 2003; Renkl, 
Atkinson, Maier, & Staley, 2002). 
Furthermore, a limitation of the present thesis might be that the mechanisms underlying 
the effect of the video modeling examples remain unexplained. The first study showed that, 
compared to solving an inquiry task, studying an example reduced cognitive load in learners. 
Based on previous research, I assumed that this reduced cognitive load helped learners in 
building a problem-solving schema for future inquiry tasks (Renkl, 2014; van Gog & Rummel, 
2010). However, this assumption was not directly tested. Understanding the mechanisms 
behind video modeling examples might help to further optimize the examples. Therefore, future 
research should include a measure of the acquired problem-solving schema. For instance, 
learners could be asked to describe the general approach for testing a hypothesis. Subsequently, 
their answers might be analyzed as a measure for the acquired problem-solving schema.  
Finally, I used video modeling examples in the present thesis assuming that they might 
be a more valid way to convey the complex cyclical nature of scientific reasoning skills (Hilbert 
et al., 2008; Mulder et al., 2014). However, I did not test this assumption. Thus, it is possible 
that text-based worked examples might be equally suited to foster the acquisition of scientific 
reasoning skills (cf., Hoogerheide et al., 2014). Consequently, it could be interesting to compare 
the effects of text-based worked examples and video modeling examples for fostering scientific 
reasoning skills in future studies.   
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4.6 Conclusion 
As the acquisition of scientific reasoning is considered a main goal of science education 
(National Research Council, 2012; OECD, 2007), the present thesis aimed at developing a 
digital training program including inquiry tasks and video modeling examples to foster the 
acquisition of scientific reasoning skills. Across both studies of this thesis, studying video 
modeling examples followed by solving inquiry tasks was shown to be an effective method to 
foster the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills and domain knowledge. Thus, learning with 
the training program developed in the present thesis can support students in acquiring a thinking 
style that helps them to understand the scientific process across disciplines, to evaluate the 
validity of scientific claims, to assess the relevance of scientific results, and to apply scientific 
concepts and methods to generate new knowledge (Fischer et al., 2014).  
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5 Summary 
To become responsible citizens in our knowledge-based societies, individuals need 
skills to understand scientific knowledge. Scientific reasoning skills include the ability to 
understand the scientific process in different disciplines and to produce and interpret scientific 
results. Thus, scientific reasoning is not only important for scientists but for everyone in 
everyday life. Consequently, fostering the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills is considered 
a main goal of science education. 
In general, there are two promising approaches to foster the acquisition of scientific 
reasoning in schools: inquiry learning, which argues for learning by doing and example-based 
learning, which argues for learning by being told. In inquiry learning, learners think and act 
like scientists, for instance, by conducting experiments in the natural sciences. Conversely, in 
example-based learning, learners study examples showing them how to think and act like 
scientists. There has been a long debate about the effectiveness of the two teaching 
philosophies. As both approaches are associated with benefits and drawbacks, the present thesis 
investigated how to foster students’ acquisition of scientific reasoning skills at schools 
combining inquiry and example-based learning.  
The first study addressed the delivery of examples, or more specifically, if and how 
video modeling examples and inquiry tasks should be combined to foster scientific reasoning 
skills. Based on prior research it was not clear whether there were advantages of combining 
examples and inquiry activities over learning from examples only. In addition, combining both 
approaches raised the question of how to sequence examples and inquiry activities. Results 
indicated an advantage for providing video modeling examples before or instead of but not after 
an inquiry task. Participants who watched a video modeling example first reported less mental 
effort and exhibited better learning outcomes. Contradicting hypothesized concerns, studying 
examples was not associated with the drawback of inducing illusions of understanding.  
The second study addressed the design of examples, or more specifically, how the 
design of video modeling examples could be optimized to foster scientific reasoning skills and 
domain knowledge simultaneously. Results showed that studying video modeling examples 
improved students’ scientific reasoning skills. Introducing the scientific reasoning strategy 
explicitly or embedding it in the examples had no differential effects on scientific reasoning 
skills and domain knowledge. However, as hypothesized, teaching one scientific reasoning 
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strategy using video modeling examples from different subjects rather than from a single 
subject fostered the acquisition of scientific reasoning skills. In addition, a combination of 
introducing the scientific reasoning strategy explicitly in combination with video modeling 
examples from different subjects fostered the acquisition of domain knowledge.  
In conclusion, video modeling examples were shown to be an effective way of 
enhancing students’ scientific reasoning skills when being presented before or instead of inquiry 
tasks. In addition, if the aim of educators is to teach scientific reasoning skills and domain 
knowledge simultaneously, scientific reasoning strategies should be introduced first followed 
by examples from different subjects. 
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6 Zusammenfassung 
Mündige Bürgerinnen und Bürger unserer Wissensgesellschaft zu sein, erfordert die 
Fähigkeit, wissenschaftliche Erkenntnisse zu verstehen und nutzen zu können. 
Wissenschaftliches Denken umfasst, den wissenschaftlichen Prozess in verschiedenen 
Disziplinen zu verstehen und zu wissen, wie wissenschaftliche Erkenntnisse gewonnen und 
interpretiert werden können. Wissenschaftliches Denken ist somit nicht nur relevant für 
Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler, sondern für alle Menschen im täglichen Leben. 
Deshalb ist die Förderung wissenschaftlichen Denkens ein zentrales Ziel der 
naturwissenschaftlichen Schulbildung.  
Es gibt zwei vielversprechende Ansätze, um wissenschaftliches Denken in der Schule 
zu fördern: forschendes Lernen und beispielbasiertes Lernen. Beim forschenden Lernen denken 
und handeln Schülerinnen und Schüler wie Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler, indem 
sie zum Beispiel selbst naturwissenschaftliche Experimente durchführen. Im Gegensatz dazu 
studieren Schülerinnen und Schüler beim beispielbasierten Lernen Beispiele, in denen gezeigt 
wird, wie Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler denken und handeln. Schon lange wird 
über die Wirksamkeit der beiden Ansätze diskutiert. Da beide Ansätze Vor- und Nachteile 
haben, untersuchte die vorliegende Dissertation, wie das wissenschaftliche Denken mit 
forschendem und beispielbasiertem Lernen in der Schule gefördert werden kann. Dazu wurde 
ein digitales Lernprogramm entwickelt, das sowohl Experimentieraufgaben zu virtuellen 
Experimenten (forschendes Lernen) als auch videobasierte Lösungsbeispiele zum 
Experimentieren (beispielbasiertes Lernen) enthielt.  
Die erste Studie der vorliegenden Dissertation beschäftige sich mit der Darbietung von 
Beispielen. Es wurde untersucht, ob und wie videobasierte Lösungsbeispiele mit 
Experimentieraufgaben kombiniert werden sollten, um wissenschaftliches Denken zu fördern. 
Auf Grundlage früherer Forschung war unklar, ob eine Kombination Vorteile gegenüber rein 
beispielbasiertem Lernen bieten würde. Zusätzlich stellte sich durch die Kombination der 
beiden Ansätze die Frage, in welcher Reihenfolge videobasierte Lösungsbeispiele und 
Experimentieraufgaben am besten kombiniert werden sollten. Die Ergebnisse der ersten Studie 
zeigten, dass es vorteilhaft war, Beispiele vor oder statt einer Experimentieraufgaben zu 
studieren. Ein Beispiel nach einer Experimentieraufgabe zu studieren, brachte dagegen keinen 
Vorteil. Lerner, die zuerst ein videobasiertes Lösungsbeispiel studierten, erzielten bessere 
Lernergebnisse, die sie zudem mit weniger Anstrengung erreichten. Entgegen meiner 
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Hypothese erzeugten videobasierte Lösungsbeispiele keine Illusion des Verstehens. Somit 
scheinen sie gut geeignet, um wissenschaftliches Denken bei Schülerinnen und Schülern zu 
fördern. 
Die zweite Studie der vorliegenden Dissertation beschäftigte sich deshalb mit der 
Gestaltung von videobasierten Lösungsbeispielen. Es wurde untersucht, wie videobasierte 
Lösungsbeispiele gestaltet sein müssen, um wissenschaftliches Denken und gleichzeitig den 
Erwerb von Fachwissen zu fördern. Auch in der zweiten Studie förderten die videobasierten 
Lösungsbeispiele das wissenschaftliche Denken von Schülerinnen und Schülern. Ob eine 
Strategie wissenschaftlichen Denkens zunächst abstrakt eingeführt wurde oder direkt in 
konkrete videobasierte Lösungsbeispiele eingebettet war, hatte keine differentiellen Effekte auf 
die Förderung des wissenschaftlichen Denkens und den Erwerb von Fachwissen. Wie vermutet 
zeigte sich jedoch, dass es vorteilhaft für die Förderung des wissenschaftlichen Denkens war, 
eine Strategie wissenschaftlichen Denkens mit Beispielen aus unterschiedlichen Fächern zu 
vermitteln. Zusätzlich förderte eine abstrakte Einführung einer Strategie wissenschaftlichen 
Denkens kombiniert mit videobasierten Lösungsbeispielen aus unterschiedlichen Fächern den 
Erwerb von Fachwissen.  
Zusammenfassend zeigte sich in der vorliegenden Dissertation, dass videobasierte 
Lösungsbeispiele eine effektive Methode sind, um das wissenschaftliche Denken bei 
Schülerinnen und Schülern zu fördern, wenn die Beispiele vor oder statt einer 
Experimentieraufgabe gezeigt werden. Wenn Lehrer multiple Ziele im Unterricht verfolgen wie 
die gleichzeitige Förderung von wissenschaftlichem Denken und Fachwissen, sollten sie 
zunächst die Strategie wissenschaftlichen Denkens abstrakt einführen und diese anschließend 
mit Beispielen aus unterschiedlichen Fächern darstellen.  
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